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,. 0 SU_fARY
hll oxperimt_nta] prosram was conducted to InvostlgaCe techslquo._ and de-
velop technology ,u reducu emlaslons l'roat duct burner-type augm,,ntor,_ mdtab'_,
for tlSO off lib advalleod sHporsoll[(! el'ulse ilJ.rcrilft. T|le te_ts wer_ porlor$od
in a rectangular sector test r/g, 196 mm I|tgh and 432 mm wide. at h:h.t tt.m_
purat'nrc and pressure rnnditions simulating true flight '; :ndltloe.,. 'rw¢,Ive
test configurations wore screened for emissions eharactex'|stlcs, and detal |ed
data were taken on selected eunftgurattons at test conditi_ns eurr_spondh_g
to cakooff_ transonic climb, and sttporsonic erutse.
The basl, e approach used for the duct: burner designs was a staged system.
The first stage was a stable pilot, using conservative swirl cup technology
derived from tucbtne eng£ne main comhustors. The s_cond, or main, stage cen-
slsted of flameholder arrays downstream of the pilot stage. The basic tech-
nolngy for defining workable staged combustion configurations with reesnn,_ble
performance came from extensive duct burner experimental inve_ttgac!o.s on
similar configurations dircctsd toward military applications that had I:een
conducted at (;cnerai Electric in prior years. To minlmi_,e the ,:xid,_s cf
nitrogen (NOx) emissions level., which had not been an object of r|e pruritus
duct burner investigations, most of the fuel was burucu in the ,'.'ix_ stag.
as a lean, premixed stream. Two types of ,uatn stage _ 1;.me a,l¢2,_f _rrays wer,,
used. The first type consisted of circumferential V-]_t,. "e,' ,'l.uaehohlers
similar to those of turbojet afterburners. 'the s,_con; tyi.e consisted of
swept radial flameholders patterned after those dew_lo[:ud f.. Ililt_[l _'ombu:Jtors
In the NASA/CE ExperimentaI Clean Combostor Program.
The most attractive configuration identified in t_,ts program featured
the use of a swept re _.ial flameholuer array extending both inward atld outward
from a central annular pilot. With this configuration, the best overall
mission performance was obtained nt all operating condltlons. At th_ ,,uq_er-
' sonic cruise operating conditiohs, with the Illaln Stage ;lit uniformly
carbureted for optimum emissions performance, a NOx emission index of 1..15_,
and a combustion efficiency of 97% were measured compared with the program
goals of 99% combustion efficiency and 1.0 g/kg fuel for NOx. It was de-
termined from individual gas samples that much of the cotnbustton iaeffieienzy
; was due to quenching near the film-cooled ltuers. If future development
efforts are successful in eliminat[ng this wall quenching, overal I comhustit_u
efficiency levels above the 992 measured in the central part of the stream
should be achievable. At these 99% efficiency conditions for the central
part of the stream, NOx omisslon it_dex levels of l.lO at takeoff and 1.)7 at
supersonic cruise were measured, closely approaching the program goals.
| Wh/it! the best emissions performance at supersonic t!rulse was obt:ain,.,d
at a fuel/air ratio of 0.0324, a supersonic cruise fuel/air ratio of 0.(120
Is Indicated for optimum mission specific fuel consumption and capability of
achieving the required wide fuel/air rat:lo operating range from takeoff to
cruise. At the 0.020 fuel/air ratio, emis_lons performance was degraded.
1 l L A
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6cJJ_lng te_hniquee =o maintain optimum fuel/air reties locally in the stream
were lnvestign=ed, wl=h nnly Itmi=ed success. These techniques included
carburecion of =he main-sOuse air on only one s_de ef the pilot, sometimes
coupled with axial displacement of the uncarbureced flamehelders. AC a
supersonic cruise fuel/air ra_to of 0.020, a combueelon efficiency of 94_ and
e NOx emission index ef 1.3 were measured.
Variations in fuel injection techniques produced only moderate effee=s
on emissions performance. These variations included two different axial
injection s=ations, al=ernative atomtz_n8 techniques including high pressure
air atomiza=ton, end vapor fuel injection.
Future developmen= work on duct burners should include egfor=s to reduce
combustion-driven resonance, which was present in all configurations at the
highest fuel/air ratios. Efforts to minimize wall quenchtn_ and effor=s to
increas_ performance wi=h fuel stagin8 for _lde fuel/a£r ratio capability
should also be included.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this program was to investigate techniques and develop
technology to reduce the pollutant emissions levels of duct burner-type aug-
mentors suitable for use on an advanced supersonic cruise aircraft. This
effort focused on reducing emissions of NOx, carbon monoxide (CO), unburned
hydrocarbons (HC), and smoke at all flight conditions, with particular em-
phasis on reduction of these emissions during supersonic cruise at high
altitude. These reductions in pollutant emissions were to be accomplished
with minimum and acceptable sacrifices in duet burner performance require-
meats such as combustion efficiency, total pressure loss, and altitude "=='
relight capability. Performance and pollutant emissions goals were defined
for three flight conditions: supersonic cruise, takeoff, and transonic climb,
as shown in Table I. These goals emphasized high combustion efficiency and
extremely low NOx emission.
Duet burners must achieve good performance levels at severe burning con-
ditions. The burner inlet air temperatures are generally low, ccmparable to
these of main eombustors at idle conditions. These temperatures are much
lower than those of main combustors at full power and are also lower than
those of afterburners. At the same time, duct burners generally must operate
in a minimum passage height in order to minimize the overall engine diameter
and, hence, the aircraft drag. This latter consideration results in flow
reference Mach numbers through the burner that are higher than those in main
combustors. While more combustion length is available than in main tom-
busters, the achievement of extremely high combustion efficiencies is never-
theless difficult because of the adverse operating conditions of duct burners.
Previous duct burner development work did not emphasize the attainment
of low NOx emission levels. High combustion efflclevcy, however, has always
been an important objective in development work. Combustion efficiency is
frequently optimized by providing nearly stolchiometric fuel/air ratios in
the burning zone. The resultant high flame temperatures do not result in
lowest NOx formation. To approach the low NOx goals of this program, the
combustion must take place at lean conditions where the flame temperatures
are low. The achievement of high combustion efficiency at these lean
conditions is very difficult. Thus, although high combue_ion efficiency can
be achieved in duct burners, the simultaneous achievement of high combustion
efficiency and low NO x emission leve)s was the primary challenge in this
development test investigation.
In recent years, duct burner designs have involved some sort of axial
staging of the combustion process. The staging process helps achieve good
performance in minimum plesage heights. For the past seven years, the staged
duct burner development work at General Electric has concentrated on concepts
utilizing a pilot burner for the first stage with flameholder arrays for the
second (main) stage. The experimental investigations have included many
variations on the exact features. For the pilot burner, these variations in-
cluded airflow fraction, fuel/air ratio, length, and specific swirl cup and
3
I • I I '_ :
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Table I. ProBram Goals.
Supersonic Sea Level Transonic
F!li_h_ Condition Cruise . Takeoff Climb
f Emission Index, s/ks fuel
Oxides of Httrosen (NOx) 1.0 1.0 ---
Carbon Monoxlde (CO 30 ......
Total Hydrocarbons (HC) 2.5 ......
Combuscion Efficiency, _ 99 99 99
SAE Smoke Number 15 15 15
Total Pressure Loss (Includin8
! heat addition loss) (Percent
of inlet total pressure) 6.5 ......
4
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dilution air Introduction features. For the main stage flameholder arrays,
those variations included flameholder width, spacing, and slops, as well as
tim effect of arrays on only one or both sides of the pJlot compared wlth
arrays on both sides, includtna the effect of axial stagger of the flame-
holders between the two sides. This work was directed toward achieving
satisfactory operating characteristics for military engines, including
combustion efficiency at hit' fuel/air ratios, but did not include any de-
velopment to reduce NOx emission levels. Thus, this work provided a sound
basis for selecting, for this emissions reduction program, configurations
known to be operable and to have reasonable characteristics for lightoff end
combustion efficiency at high fuel/air ratios. This background also provided
guidance in optimizing com0ustion efficiency at the lean conditions known to
be important for achievLng low NOx.
Recent NASA-sponsored work on the development of low emissions for main
combustors conducted at General Electric under the Experimental Clean Com-
bustor Program, Contract NAS3-18551 (Reference I), has identified that com-
bustion of a second stage can be achieved with very low NOx levels. The
general approach to achieve these low NOx levels is to burn most of the fuel
in a very lean, relatively premlxed state. Thus, thls low NOx technology
from main combustor investigations, together with the extensive duct burner
experience, provided the background for the selection of configurations to be
tested in this duct burner emissions reduction program.
In this experimental program, variations on two different flameholding
approaches were investigated, both of which were coupled with a flrst-stage
pilot. One concept involved circumferential flameholders similar to those
commonly used in afterburners. The other concept used sloped radial flame-
holders similar to those recently investigated for main combustors under
Contract NAS3-18551. Both design concepts were suitable for the envelope and
operating conditions of a baseline engine designed to cruise at Math 2.4 and
16.7 km altitude. Screening tests on 12 configurations were conducted, with
more detailed measurements made on selected configurations. All tests were
conducted in a rectangular sector test vehicle simulating a portion of a full
annular burner and utilizing true inlet air temperature and pressure con-
ditions.
L I " i I 'I
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3.O DUCT BURNERTEST CONFIGURATIONS
3.1 Desisn Requirements
For the purpose of defining geometry features and cycle conditions for
this inve_tigation, a baseline duct-burning turbofan engine was selected.
This engine, designated GE21, was designed for a supersonic cruise mission.
Supersonic cruise was defined at Mach 2.4 and 16.74 km (54,900 feet) altitude
on a standard day.
3.1.1 Baseline En6ine Description
A schematic of the GE21 duct-burning turbofan engine and pod configura-
tion is shown in Figure 1. Sea level static characteristics and key
dimensions of this engine are listed in Table If.
Tile duct burner of the GE21 engine is used during takeoff, climb, and
cruise. For study purposes, the engine has an advanced technology retract-
able chute-type noise suppressor in the duct stream only. At takeoff, the
duct stream is limited to an average temperature of 1198 K to maintain
suppressor metal temperatures within uncooled limits. The duct burner nozzle
inlet temperature is limited to 1310 K at all other flight conditions. This
temperature was selected to meet a study requirement thrust/drag ratio of 1.2
and to minimize the nozzle cooling requirements.
Engine cycle parameters pertaining to the duct burner are listed in
Table IIl for four key operating conditions: nee level takeoff, transonic
climb, supersonic cruise, and altitude relight. The tests conducted in this
program were based on these conditions.
3.1.2 Temperature Rise Requirements
The maximum desired temperature rise of the baseline engine is 856 K,
which occurs st the sea level takeoff operating condition. Since the fuel/
air ratio is only 0.024. which is only 35% of the stoichiometric fuel/air
ratio, efficient burning can best be accomplished by confining the combustion
process to only a portion of the airs,ream. This permits the air not
required for combustion to bypass the high pressure losses of the flame-
holding region and mix in latert downstream of the duct burner, through low-
pressure-loss apertures. In addition, the air bypassing the duct burner need
not be diffused down to the low reference Math numbers desired for stable,
efficient, and low-pressure-loss burning; this results in a minimum total
required passage height and permits the overall diameter of the engine to be
sized for minimum aircraft drag.
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Table 1I, GE21/F2.4 Duet Burning Turbofan Engine Specifications.
Sea level static characteristics:
Bypass Ratio 1.5
Inlet Airflow 431 kg/see
Fan Pressure Ratio 4.0
Overall Pressure Ratio 22.5
Maximum Turbine Rotor Inlet
Temperature 1810 K
Maximum Duct Exit Temperature 1310 K
Key dimensions:
Inlet Flange Diameter (OD) 1800 m_
i HaxtmumDtameter (OD) 2130 mmLength, Front Face to Plug
Nozzle Tip (Supersonic inlet
not included) 5690 mm
f
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At the supersonic cruise operating rendition, tile duct burner fuel/air
ratio is only 39Z _,f that required for takeoff, Modulation of the burner
over such _ range of fuel/air ratios requires fuel staging such that some
part of the air that is carburetad at takao£f is not carbureted at cruise,
3.1.3 _ld Flow Requirement_
The fan discharge Merit number of the baseline engine is 0.41, nearly
constant at all flight conditions. Sufficient space is available to diffuse
the fan duct stream to an average reference Hach number of 0.146. Approxl- ,,.
mate]y half of the duct stream Is assumed to bypass the duct burner at a Hath
tmmber of 0.22. 'rile internal duct burner reference Much number is thus only
O. lO, with an annulus height of approximately 180 _.
The fan duct of the baseline engine extends from tile fan discharge plane
to the fan stream nozzle, the throat of which is located in the plane of the
low pressure turbine. Some of this length is required for the fan discharge
diffuser, and some is required for a mixing chamber to mix duct burner dis-
charge gas wit]* bypass air ahead of the nozzle. The remaining length
available for the duct burner is approximately 850 mm.
3.2 Duct Bur,er..besigns
Two duct burner design concepts were investigated In this program. Both
concepts used a pilot burner stage plus main stage flameholder array. The
two concepts differed principally in the design of the main stage flame-
holders. Concept 1, depicted in Figure 2, used circumferatlttal f%ameholders
derived tc,_m turbojet afterburner technology. Concept 2, depicted
in Figure 3, used swept radial flameholders derived from the NASA/GE Expert.-
mental Clean Combustor Program. In each duct burner concept, the pilot
burner operates with only a small percentage of the total air. Through its
pileting actton_ thls pilot burner provides stability for the main stage
flameholders. From upstream fuel injectors, the maln stage burner is SUl,i)lit,d
with earbureted air In a uniform premixed condition. The fuel/alr ratio of
the main stage Is regulated so that combustion temperatures are high enough
for CO and tIC to be cleaned up in the relatively ion@ 600-mt_ final burning
section, yet low enough to avoid NOx generatJ.on.
3.2.1 Duct Burner Concept 1
Duct burner Concept I consisted of an annular pilot stage located
centrally in the duct_ with circumferential main stage flameholders located
both inside and outside of tile pilot discharge mnulus. This arrangement is
illustrated In Figure 2.
'rite pilot stage burner was patterned after the main combustor designs
ew_lved in the NASA/I;E Experimental Clean Combustnr Program (ECCP),
11
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(Ruferenccs 1 and 2). The pilot burner used two-stage coaxial swlrlers for
each fuel nozzle, c.nsarvative stacked-ring cooling liners, and little or no
dilution air.
The fuel nozzles were of the presaure-a_omizing simplex type, fitted
with a boattalled air shroud to prm,ent carbol, buildup on Lhe nozzle face.
Except for the nozzle flow coefficient, this was the same nozzle design as
that selected for the KCCP Phase [lI double annular combustor (Reference 1).
Circumferential nozzle spacing was 76.2 mm.
The primary and secondary air swirler designs were identical to those of
the outer dome of the ECCP Phase III double annular combustor (Reference l). _.
Each primary swirler had an effective metering area of 87 mm2 and imparted a
swirl of 37 °. The primary swirler discharged through a ventuci to prevent
carbon deposition. Each secondary swirler had an effective flow area of 129
mm2 and imparted a counterrotat_ng swirl of 60 ° .
The swlrlers discharged into barrels which were mounted in a dome pro-
tatted by flat (rather than conical) splash plates. Dome height was 63.5 non.
The pilot stage flame zone was contained by stacked-rlng-type fllm
cooled liners. Cooling air was metered into the plenum of each cooling slot
by a circumferential row of small holes. Slot flow was smoothec by an
overhanging lip. Panel length was 46 ,_m, and the pilot was three panels
long. The design cooling flow was 4.8 mg/(m2.pa.s) at the supersonic cruise
condition.
For the first duct burner test cenftguration, dilution air was intro-
duced through a single row of holes in the first liner panel. Hole diameter
was 4.8 mm.
The pilot stage was designed initially to accept 10_ of the burner
airflow under the liners at the flameholder plane, and to operate with a
pilot fuel/alr mass ratio of 0.03.
The piloted flameholder of duct burner Concept 1 used technology drawn
from afterburner design experience: the rlng V-gutter flameholder has been
used effectively in the J47, J79, J93, and GE4 augmented turbojet engines.
Two concentric circumferential flameholders were placed at the pilot ht, rner
discharge plane, connected to the pilot by short, slightly swept radial
spokes in line with each pilot fuel nozzle. This arrangement is inJlcated
in Figure 2.
A flameho]der width of 19 mmwas selected for the circumferential
gutters based on previous successful experience in laboratory flame tunnel
tests of piloted duct burner configurations. The radial spokes were 25 _a
wide.
14
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The pilot burner discharge annulus height was determined by gas dynamic
calculathms. It was asmlmad that 10% of tim air emerged from the pilot,
heated to 1522 K. 'rile balance of the air at 595 K flowed through the flame-
holder gaps with a discharge coefficient of 0.94. The blockage was adjusted
so that tim total pressure loss w,'s 3% after tile air streams and wakes mixed
to uniformity in tile duct downstrt:am without further heating, and with a
refere:_ce Math number of O.t. This calculation predicted s total-to-static
pressure drop of 5.6% at tile pilot discharge plane, which was used to define
the pilot flow metering area. The pilot discharge height appropriate for a
passage height of 160 am1 was 33 ms.
Tile design selected for the standard main stage fuel injectors was a
radial splash plate spraybar, illustrated in Figure 4. The spraybar outside
diameter was 6.3 ms. The fuel orifice, sized for a maximum pL'es_ure drop of
2 MPa, directed the fuel Jet upstream against the downstream surface of the
splash plate suspended 3.2 mm ahead of the spraybar. Atomization occurred
first as ti_e fuel sheet spread away from the point of impact of the Jet on
the plate, and then-as the air stream sheared the fuel sheet away from the
edge of the plate. In duct burner Concept I, the spraybars contained one
splash plate each and were located in the high velocity stream flowing around
the widest part of the pilot cowl, in both the inner and outer passage.
Circumferential spacing between spraybars was 43 mm.
3.2.2 Duct Burner Concept 2
Duct burner Concept 2 consisted of an annular p11ot stage with swept
radial main stage flameholdere. In one configuration, the pilot stage was
located against the inner wall of the duct, with the flameholders extending
outward to the outer wall. This arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3.
I. other configurations, the pilot stage was ,'entered in the duct, with the
flameholders extending both inward and out mrd.
The pilot stage burners used In duct Imrner Concept 2 were slml)ar to
those used in Concept i, described above. Tbe fuel nozzl_s, primary and
secondary swirlers, and domes were identical to those of Concept i. The
pilot cooling liners were somewhat different: the Concept 2 pilot liners
were only two panels long, and the panel length was 53 ms. Dilution boles
6.3 mm in diameter were used in the first panel of some configurations. 'rb_:
Concept 2 pllots were designed initially to accept 10% of the burner airflow
under tile liaers at the flameholder plane and to operate with a pilot stage
fuel/alr ratio of 0.03. These parameter_ were modified during the test
program, as described helow in Section 3.3.
The main stage of duct burner Concept 2 used swept radial flameholdcrs
patterned after the main stage of the radtal-axiol combustor configuration
tested in the ECCP (Reference 2). In principle, the swept radial flameholder
concept offers a greater length of flameholder edge and shorter flamespreadtng
distaat:es than does a circumferential flameholder array having the same
effective blockage.
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A sweep angle of 60 ° lind a semicircular gutter cross section were
selected for the flameholder array. The number of flameholders was set at
two per pilot fuel nozzle, i.e. the flameholder spacing was 38 mm, half the
pilot nozzle spacing.
The appropriate flameholder blockage was calculated by a momentum
balance across the mixing chamber downstream of the flameholder array. The
nominal total pressure drop was 3% with a reference Mach number of 0.1, inlet
temperature of 595 K, and the pilot stream (10% of total flow) heated to 1522
K. The discllarge angle of the flow from the swept flameholdsr array was
calculated by balancing axial and transverse momentum, assuming that the
flameholder drag _occe acts normal to the flameholder edge. The discharge "_
coefficient for the semicircular flameholders was assumed to be I.O. From
these calculations, a flameholder width of 24 mmwas selected, with a pilot
burner exit height of 51 mm for the one-sided configurations and 54 mm for
the s_nmetric configurations, in the 160-mm duct height. The total-to-static
pressure drop at the pilot discharge was calculated to be 5.4%.
Some configurations of duct burner Concept 2 used radial splash plate
spraybars for main stage fuel injection, located in the high velocity stream
flowing around the widest part of the pilot cowl. With a central pilot,
these spraybars were identical to those used with Concept 1, described
above. When the pilot was located against the inner wall of the duct, the
spraybars extended from the outer wall only and contained two splash plates
each, instead of one.
Variations of the standard fuel injector design were tested with Concept
2. These variations will be identified in the descriptions of the individual
test configurations following.
3.3 Duct Burner Test ConfiBurations
Twelve duct burner test configurations were defined for evaluation in an
existing J94 by 432 mm rectangular sector test rig. Originally, the con-
figurations were defined to be six variations each of the two duct burner
concepts. Because of early hardware damage on Concept i and good emissions
results from Concept 2, more configuration variations of Concept 2 than of
Concept I were investigated. As it developed, three of the configurations
represented variations of duct burner Concept 1; the remainder represented
Concept 2. Only the burner region itself was simulated in the test rig.
Neither the fan discharge diffuser nor the bypass air stream with its specific
liner and downstream mixer region was part of the test models.
The test rig was equipped with upper and lower multlJet-type cooling
liners used in previous test programs. The nominal height under these liners
was 160 mm The multijet liner design has film air injected through rows of
discrete holes aimed parallel to the panel surface, without plenum or over-
hang. Each row had 1.9-mm holes spaced 2.5 mm on centers. Panel length was
38 mm.
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The sector endwalls were protected b7 slave liners cooled by unheated
auxiliary _ltr downstream of the main stage flnmeholders. Time standard
endwall liner was a simple flat plate with a narrow backside passage for
convection cooling. Some film protection was provided by rows of holes
drilled perpendtcu]nrly through the plate and covered by baffles. Special
endwall liners were used with Configurations 4 and 5.
Upstream of the main stage flamehold_rs, the sector endwalls were pro-
tatted by closing ti_e pilot cowls and liners to form a box.
All.duct burner couflguratlous were mounted with the p£1ot burner dome
splash plates in a common axial position, 760 mm from the tunnel exit. t.
The ]2 test configurations are described below. Key features are
summarized in Table IV.
3.3.1 Configuration 1
Configuration i, shown in Figure 5, was the basic representation of duct
burner Concept I. Circumferential main stage flameholders were mounted !
symmctrlcally above and below the centrally mounted pilot, at the same axial
station. Tttc gap between each flameholder and the adjacent liner was main-
tained at 11 mm by a spring attached to the liner. Standoffs on the flame-
holder compressed the spring to compensate for expansion and stackup toler-
ance. The burning length from the main stage flameholtler_ to the tunnel exit
was approxlmateiy 600 ram.
Main stage fuel was injected from standard radial splash plate spraybars
located 200 mm ahead of tile flameholders. The nominal flow of the pilot
spray nozzles was 2.1 g/s at 690 kPa pressure drop.
3.3.2 Configuration 2
Configuration 2, sllown in Figure 6, represented duct burner Cotlcept 2
with the pilot located against the inner wall of the duct, The burning
length from tits main sLagc flameholders to the tunnel exit varied front about
630 mm at the pilot dlseharge to 480 mm at the outer wall.
Main stage fuel ::as injected from standard splash plate spraybars
located as shown. The pilot fuel nozzles were enlarged to 3.0 g/s at 690 kPa
to relieve clogging problems experienced in testing Configuration 1.
3.3.3 Confi,uit_tS_t_ -
Configuration 3 represunted the variation of duet burner Concept 2 ustnt:
a centr01 pilot with swept radial flameholders above and below. Tile upper
i (outer) flameholders were displaced downstream 150 ram from the lower flame-
holders, as sltowu in Figure 7. The purpose of this arrangement was to prew, nt
i
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premature quenching of the combustlo, frum the ]ower main stage flamehn|ders
by the mixing uf uncarburetad air lets from the upper fJameholdlra at the
supersonic crui+,u operating eondltion, whore only half the main atagt is
carhuret+.d. '"he burning length for the lower flameholder array wae about 600
mm,
Hain stage fu_l was in Jutted from standard splash plate sprayhars
Iotmted as shown in Figure 7. The pilot fuel nozzles were enlarged to 3.7
g/s at 690 kPa in the process of repairing damage from prevtoue tearing.
Configuration 3, like Configurations I and 2, used simple sector endwall
cooling liners consisting of a flat plate cooled by a strong backside flow of a-
cold air, some of which bled through baffled holes for film protection.
3.3.4 Confi_uration 4
Configuration 4 was identical to Configuration 3 except for the sector
endwall cooling liners. Configuration 4 was built up using alternate
existing endwall liners with a longer spacing between the film baffles than
for Conflguratton 3, 89 mm vereus 38 tam, In an attempt to achieve improved
resonance suppression. This particular liner had seemed t.o provide resonance
suppression in a previous duct burner test program. However, with Configura-
tion 4, only minor changes in resonance characteristics were encountered.
After Configuratlon 5 was tested, the original endwall linera were reinstalled
in the sector Lust rig.
3.3.5 Configuration 5
Configuration 5 (Figure 8) was derived from Configuration 4 by replacing
the standard splash plate type main stage fuel spraybars with special air
blast spraybars. The air blast spraybar consisted of two 6.35-ram OB tubes.
The front tube carried fuel in|coted through two 0.635-mm orifices angled 45 °
aft. Unheated 650 kPa air was injected from two /.32-tea orlficea in thL_ rear
tube, angled 450 forward anti aimed to impinge on tht. fuel jets.
3.3._, c_o_n/Ju.g_.r_t_o__n__
Configuration b, illustrated tlt Figure 9, represented duct burner I:ollc¢!pt
2 using a central p.I]ot With swept radial main stage flamcholders. Both the
upper and lower Ilamvholders wt_re located ;it the same axial station, with a
burning length of abouL bOO m_.i
Main ,_tage c+irburetion was l)rovlded by standard radial splash plate
I spraybars lucated 200 mm ahe,'td of the f l ameholders.
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Configuration h wai tested with an extension fitted to the pilot burner
cowlo This extenslun moved cite pilot air intake upstream to a point ahead of
auxlliary fuel InJ_ctori located in the test rib inlet bvllmouth. The cowl
extenHlon and upstream fuel InJeetnri wire used far derlvatlvas of Configura-
tion flbut were not usld In teitlng Cunfiguratlon 6 Itntf. He.ever, con-
striction of the main stage airflow past the upstream lnJsctors increased the
main ._t_zge air passage pressure dropt causing additional air to be diverted
through the pilot.
The pilot was modified in an attempt to improve its stability and thereby
reduce combustor resonance. All dilution holes were closed, and tint-fourth
of the secondary swirlor passagus were blocked. The net effect of the pilot m.
modification and the pilot cowl extension was estimated to be a reduction in
pilot airflow from lOZ to 9X of the duct burner airflow under the 1._.ners at
the flameholder station.
3.3.7 Configuration 7
Configuration 7 (Figure I0) was derived from Configuration 8 by adding a
throttle plate to the p11ot cowl air intake and removing the unuled radial
splash plate spraybars. The resulting configuration included a central pilot
modified by closing all dilution holes and one-fourth of the secondary
swtrler passages, swept radial main stage flameholdirs at the same axial
station, and a pilot cowl ilia| extended upstream into the test rig inlet
bellmou_h where main stage fuel was injected from circumferential splash
plate spraybars. Only the lower passage spraybar was used in testing
Configuration 7.
The pilot intake throttle pl.ate contained five 28.5-mm diameter holes.
Its function was to balance the main stage air passage pressure drop caused
by the circumferential s_raybars, so that the pressure drop across the pilot
liner would be in correct proportion to the pressure drop across the ma_n
stage flameholders. The pilot airflow was estimated to be 7_ nf the duct
burner airflow under the liner at the flamsholder station.
3.3.8 Configuration
Configuration 8 (Figure ll) was geometrically identical to Configuration
b. The difference between the two was the injector used for the main stage
= fuel. In Configuration 8, the main stage fuel was injected from circumferen-
:..... tial splash plate spraybars located in the test rig inlet belimouth 590 mm
up_;tream from the flameholders. The spraybar configuration was linearly
scaled from the standard splash plate spraybar design (Figure 4) to
_ispraybnr diameter of 9.5 mm. The fuel orifices were spaced 29 mm apart
along the bar. A pilot cowl extension was used_ as shown in Figure 11,
to prevent main stage fuel from entering the pilot and to provide high air
velocity past the spraybars.
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Vapor fuel Hpraybars Ioeatt,d Just ah,'ad of tilt, circumferential splash
plate _praybars _lnd .tandard radial spraybars located further downstream were
instal led duriup tit(, testing of Configuration 8 but were not used.
'J. 3.,_ .(_nfl_.t.Lratt_L
Co,fftguration 9 (Flgurt: 12) was geom._trically identical to Configuration
10. l.'or Configuration 9, tim fuel was heated to 590 K, a temperature calcu-
lated to fully vaporize the fuel at burner pressure,and injected from one (the
lower) or both of the circumferential vapor spraybars located in the test rie
inlet bel hnouth. Each spraybar contained two row8 of 1.3-ram orifices spaced _
13 mm apart, directing fuel jots normal to the airflow. The circumferential
splash plate spraybars used for liquid fuel were retained juet down,,:tream of
the wiper fuel spraybara but were not used.
3.3. IO ConfiKurat_[en 10_.
Configuration l0 was derived from Configuration 7 by adding a narrow (6-
mm wide) crossfire gutter at the downetream end of the upper swept radial
l'lameholders, next to the lln_r, an shown in Fl_ure 13. The intent of this
modtf[catlon was to promote the burning of a streak of raw fuel previously
observed near the llncta.
_,oefiguration l0 thus included a central pilot, modified by closing all
dilution holes and one-fourth of the secondary swirler passages, and
equipped with an extended cowl with a throttle plate at the intake, and
Concept 2 swept radial f lameholders at the same axial station, the upper one
of which was equipped with a crossfire rutter next to the liner. Main stage
fuel was injected elther from the upper circumferential splash plate spraybar
only, or from both upper and lower spraybars equally, at different test
po[ots.
i_.3.It Ct.j_uratlot_ II
Coofl_,urattou I1, Illuatrated in Figure 14, rep*csented duet bur,_er
{'.oncept I with a central p£1ot stage and clrt;umferenttai main stage flame-
herders. The upper flamcholder was diaplaced 180 rnm downstream from the
lower flamoh,)lder, with the upper pilot cowl and liner extended accordingly.
Iqq,er 1 lner cool tug slots ahead of the flameholder were covered. The upper
f lamehnlder was huug from the tipper liner by hooks of a length to maintain
the fl.ameholdt, r-to-Ilnur gap at 11 ram. 'l'he 'lower fUtmcholder-to-liner gap
was 9 ,nm, maintained by a spring and stuudoff arrangement similar to
Configuration I. Ihtruing h, ngth from the lower main sta_e flameholder to the
tunllt, I exit was abO_ll ()Ol.) mill.
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The pilot cowl was not fitted with an upstream extension. The pilot
dilution holes were closed, but all secondary swlrler passages were left
open°
Main stag_ fuel was injected from standard splash plate spraybars
located as shown in Figure 14.
3.3.12 Confi_uratlon 12
Configuration 12 (Figure 15) was derived from Configuration 11 by adding
a splitter plate to delay the mlxlng of lower liner coolln8 air with burning
gases from the lower main stage flameholder. Configuration 12 thus re-
presented duct burner Concept 1 with a central pilot and circumferential main
stage flameholders, the upper of which was displaced 180 mm downstream from
the lower. Main stage fuel was injected from standard splash plate spraybars
located abreast of the pilot swirlers.
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4.1 Pressure Sector Test Rt_
Tim duct burner test configurattcms were evaluated in a rectangular
sector test rig. Tile reetanguJar duet (duct burner housing) had a 194= by
432-mm cross section and housed tile inlet bellmouth, the cooling liners, and
the duct burner assembly. 'rite duct was enclosed in an 860-n_a diameter pres-
sure vessel designed to permit test operation up to 310 kPa gage pressure.
The enclosing vessel was fabricated in three pieces to facilitate assembly of _-
the duct and service leadouts for instrumentation, fuel systems, cooling air,
etc. An adapter plate was utilized at tile inlet section of the test rig to
provide attachment to tlle test cell air supply. The inlet bellmouth extended
forward of the adapter plate into the air supply pipe. The rig exhaust
section, including a water quench section, was designed for attachment to the
test cell exhaust ducting. A sketch of the assembled pressure tank is shown
in Figure 16.
The pressurizing tank completely encapsulates the duct burner housing
and all of its service requirements, such as ti_ermocouples, fuel injection
manifolds, igniter components, gas sampling traversing probes, and slave
cooling air systems. To prevent damage in the event of a leak from a fuel
line or manifold, the pressurized space between the augmenter duct and tl_e
pressure vessel was purged with steam. A baffle was placed at the exhaust
plane of tile augmenter duct to limit recirculation of exhaust gases into the
purged cavity. The fuel lines leading through the inlet adapter plate to
tile injectors located in the inlet bell_outh were double-walled conduit, with
the space between walls steam-purged and vented into ti_e pressurized space
downstream. Provisions were made in the design for sealed access ports
through tile forward section of tbe pressure vessel for all required electrical,
gas, and liquid service lines. Additionally, a sealed traversing rod was
provided to allow traversing of tile combined total pressure and gas _ampling
probes across tile burner exit plane.
The test rig was luounted oll two dollles. The forward ._ect£on of tin,
pressurizing tank, the front adapter plate° and the duct burtmr hotisilDt
assembly initLally were mounted in tim forward dolly. All burner service
connections were checked for leaks, electrical continuity, etc. hcf ere the
second section, mounted on tlm aft dolly, was installed.
4.2 Service=._=__s
Air was supplied to the test rig compressed and heated to conditit_as
fully representative of the baseline engine tan discharge air stream.
Compression was accomplislted by centrifugal compressors with water-cooled
aftercoolers. Ileating was done after compression In a n,mvltiating heat
t!xch_lnger. Temperature control was accomplished by bypassing tile hi, star with
part of the airflow, which wa:4 mixed with heated air before being metered to
the test rig. Air humidity was not controlled.
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Unheated auxiliary air was used for cooJing the sector end wall liners.
The qlrfh)w to the twu liners was regulal_'d at 2.86 kg/._ per megepascal of
test pretcsure. Of tills) about 38% walt filed into the burner a_ film air, and
the rest was dumped from the aft end of the panels into tile exhaust chamber,
Auxiliary air was also used for protection of the dynamic pressure transducers.
,IP-5 fuel from bulk storape was pressurized by a positive-displacement
pump, then distributed tu tile various fuel manifolds through a system of
control wdves and reduudant flowmetcrs. 'file fuel system is shown schemat-
Ically in Figure 17. Nitrogen was used to purge residual fuel from the lines
and manifolds after system shutdown to avoid coking of spraybars and nozzles.
For one configuration (Configuration 9), the fuel heater shown schemat-
ically in Figure 17 was used to vaporize the main slags fuel. For this
configuration, all main stage fuel was drawn from only one of the two main
stage fuel systems, lnttiai heating was done in a steam heat exchanger.
Final heating was done in an air heat exchanger by an unvitiated hot auxiHary
air supply. The fuel was maintained at supercritical pressure in the heaterj
then flashed to vapor across a throttle valve downstream. The vapor fuel was
piped directly to the vapor fuel injectors, one of which could be turned off
by a gate valve when necessary.
City water supplied from high pressure centrifugal pumps was used to
quench the combustion gases at the burner exit and also to cool the burner
exit survey rakes and the dynamic pressure gages.
The quenched exhaust gases passed into the exhaus_ ducting through a
butterfly valve ("blast gate") used to regulate the test rig pressure. From
the exhaust ducting, the gases were released to the atmosphere through a
silencer.
Steam for purging dead spaces within the pressure vessel, for heating
fuel, and for tracing gas sample lines was supplied saturated at 1.0 MPa
pressure.
Ignition energy was supplied from an aircraft engtn_ type of capacitor-
discharge ignition exciter.
4.3 Instrumentation
The various airflows were metered by ASHE standard thin-plate orifice
fiowmeters. The heated test air was measured downstream ef the temperature
and flow control valves using a 177.17-mm orifice in a 603-ram ID pipe. The
auxiliary airflow to tile sector end wall liners was measured by a 51.16-rm
orifice in a 102-mm pipe. Airflows were calculated from the measured
pressure drops across these orifices ushtg tile procedures of Reference 3.
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Fuel flows were measured by turbine-type flotnneters, calibrated within
SI:_ IIionl:lis Ily time ;Ind well, lit methods using tile same fuel type as used Jn tile
Lost, The measured thsda were corrected for variations in fuel specific
gravity. I"lowmetor speed wao measured by an electromagnetic pickup, which
produced an electrical signal w|th a frequency proportional to meter speed.
Temperatures were measured with metal-sheathed chromel-alumel thermo-
couples. Sheath diameter was, typically, l.b-mm, For measuring gas tempt.ra-
lures, tilesheaths were sealed over the thermocouple Junctions to protect
them. For measuring structure temperatures, tile sheaths were stripped back
for a short distance and the thermocouple wires spotweldod directly to the
metal surface. 'fhermocoupl.e signals were referenced to a single controlled-
temperature bath, and the calibration and zero signals were processed through
the same bath. The alloy-to-copper .junctions were made in a stabilized
thermal sink, and tile output of the low-level switch was processed through
the name sink and then referenced to the controlled reference temperature
before going to tile low level amplifier and analog-to-digital converter.
Time-averaged press,,res were measured by electrical transducers con-
nected to tile test rig through scanning valves. Gas stream total pressures
were measured by simple impact tubes aimed against the expected flow dlrec-
tion. StaLl(. pressures were measured by tubes attached to small holes
drilled perpendicularly through tile duct wall.
Axial measurement stations were designated by their distance in centi-
meters from the front edge of tl_e inlet bellmouth.
The duct burner inlet total pressure and temperature were measured by
two rakes located in the inlet bellmouth. I:aeh rake spanned the 160-ram
radial height of the duet, and contained four total pressure tubes separated
by three thermoconples.
_ The pilot fuel nozzle pressure drop was defined as the pressure dif-
ference between the I uel preesuro In the line outside the pressure vessel and
tile average stream total pressure at the augmenter exit plane. The mahl
-- stake fuel injector pressure drop was taken as the difference between fue]
line pressure and average augmenter inlet total pressure.
Test air humidity was measured by an on-line u_ositure _onitor which
_ provided a continuous Indication of tile dew point of :in ;lit" _ample drawn from
the supply ducttng ahead of the test rig. This meter was used for (;onfi_'ura-
--r tions 7, 9, 1.0_ 11_ and t2. For otll.-r eonfigurattons_ tile air humidity was
assumed to bc 3.57 g/kg for data reduction purposes.
_"! Dynamic pressure was measured at up to four locations In tilt, sector test
I rig by piezoelectric crystal transdtct.rs (Kulttes). The transducer lust;ill;i-ties ts illustrated hi l"t_ure 18, '[', e Installed package consisted of anadapter section, a cooltt._ unit, an elclosuret an infinite line, and tile
I_ transducer. The adaptcr section, from the point of entry IsLe tilt' augnlentor
chamber to tile face of the transducer, was the same for al 1 units. The
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eonstanl standeff distance waB ne¢:ussary to synchrunlgu phasing, l.e.t the
phase change through each standoff cube was eonstant provided clw air tempera-
Cure was tile same In uacl| tube. 'file standoff tube separated the transducer
from tile hut comtluntlon cltamber, and the cooling unit prevented overhearing
of tim air through whh.h Cite dynamic pressure aidnal passed between the
combustion chazabcr and Cite face of the transducer. Since the transducers
were located within the steam-purged cavity9 air passing through the en-
t_iosnre further cooled Cite temperature-sensitive crystal, The enclosure
provided protection from e_.ernal shocks and handling. The 12-meter infinite
coil allowed attenuation of all dynamic pressure signals and was sealed to
backpressure the signal passage. The traneducer's electrical signals were
displayed on oscilloscopes and recorded on magnetic tape.
The fo,,r dynamic pressure sensin 8 points were:
1. Inside pilot cowl, on sector endwall, adjacent to the pilot
swtrlers.
2. Inside pilot liner, on sector endwall, 50 mm downstream of pilot
dome.
3. Upper main stage liner, 368 mm from exit, 89 run off sector center-
line.
4. Sector endwall liner, 137 nun from exit.
Configurations 1 and 2 contained only points 1 and 4. In Configurations
4 and 5, the sensing tube at point 4 did not penetrate the endwall liner.
The duct burner exhaust gas composition and total pressures were
measured using two exhaust gas sampling rakes, each containing seven sampling
elements and attached to a common traversing bar. The two rakes were tra-
versed across the long dimension of the duct exit, and measurements were
taken at tile discrete locations show11 in Figure 19. All performance data
were based on measurements in tile proximity of Cite center o the exit cross
section, and Chns there was reasonable assurance that tilt, p_.rformance measure-
ments were free of effects from the sector endwalls.
The exhaust gas sampling probes were double-jacketed to provide steam
heating of Cite samplinv lines and water cooling of Cite probe housing, rhe
sampling lines were steam-heated to maintain gas sample temperatures high
enough to avoid condensation of hydrocarbons prior to analysis. An lllustra-
tloa of Citesample probe cousCructlon is shown in Figure 20.
The sample line from each rake element was routed to a Iteated valve bo_
eontalntng manually-operated valves by which each eleme.t could be connected
tu tile gas analyzers individually, or several elements could be manifolded
together for analysis. The wtlves also permitted the sample lines to be shut
off for total pressure measurement, or routed to the smoke measurement
console.
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Sect. A-A
(Copper Tlps Deleted for Clarity.)
Figure 20. Duct Eurne_, Exhaust Gas Sampling Rake.
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The exhaust gas emissions data were obtained with an on-line gas analysis
system. With this system, exhaust gas streams were eontlnuously processed
and tile CO2, CO, HC, smoke, NO, and N% concentrations calculated. A flow
diagram of the system is ahowu in Figure 21. _le four basic instruments for
measuring gaseous emissions concentrations in this on-llne system were a
flame ionisation detector (FID) for measurements of the total HC concentra-
tions, two nondisparsive infrared (NDIR) analysers for measurements of the CO
and CO2, and a heated chemiluminescence analyser for measuring NO and NO2.
The flame ionisation detector was designed specifically for determining
the total HC concentrations in gas turbine engine ehxaust gases. It consisted
of a heated inlet sample line, an ionization analyser module, and an electro-
meter amplifier module. ="
The nondispersive infrared (NDIR) analyzers used a double-beam optical
system to measure the differential absorption of infrared energy. An ice-
bath water trap was installed upstream of the analysers to provide dry
samples for analysis. The two analysers used had different reference
absorption cells, one for CO reference and the other for CO2 reference.
In the chemiluminescence analyser, the NO in the sample gas was measured
directly. The internal temperature of the analyser flowpaths was controlled
at about 328 R to prevent moisture condensation within the system. The
measurement of the total NOx concentration of the exhaust gas was aceompllshed
by use of a thermal converter. This is a device that reduces NO2 in the gas
sample to NO and oxygen as a result of heating the sample to a prescribed
temperature for a given period of time. When the sample leaving the
converter is passed through the NO analyzer, a reading is obtained that is
equal to the NOx concentration (the sum of the newly-formed NO plus the NO
present in the original stream).
None of the foregoing gas analysers measured quantitatively without
being calibrated. There is no electrical calibration signal that can be used
to simulate an actual reading, such as millivolt simulation for temperature
in the case of thermocouples. The standard General Electric analyzer
cailb_aclon procedures were used throughout the program. These calibration
procedures involved the use of calibration gases having nominal concentra-
tions of CO, NO, NO2 and propane in nitrogen and oxhgen mixtures which were
obtained from an appropriate vendor. The vendor prepared the mixture of the
gasea by the use of partial pressures or gravimetrieally and then analyzed
the gas in the b_ttle. The precision of the calibration procedure was
obtained by requiring the supplier to guarantee that all of the constituents
in the bottle were within five percent of the nominal value specified and
that the accuracy of the analyses met the following critertat
Constituent Concentratlon Range Analysis Accuracy
I0 - 15% ± 2% Relative
50 ppm - 10Z ± 3_ Relative
10 ppm - 50 ppm ± 5% Relative
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Exhaust Emissions Measurement System Flow Diagram.
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In additian, helium, argon, and other impurities were held to a minimum
and were to be listed in the ehsmlcal analysss if over i0 ppm.
The zero on each NuIR Instrument was set by using dry nitrogen which had
been checked for the absence of H2, CO, CO2, and NO. All af tile NDIR dual-
cell Instruments had three full-scale ranges per cell, which made a total of
six scale ranges available. The CO2 analyzer was a single-cell instrument
having only three scale engine ranges available. The first range Tas the
least sensitive, the second stage could be set up to three times the first
range, and the third range could be set up ta nine times the first range.
The zero of the FID analyzer was set by using ultrapure breathing air.
Smoke emissions were measured using the standard General Electric filter
stain method. With this method, a measured volume of sample gas is drawn
through a filter paper. The smoke particulates filtered out of the sample
gas leave a black stain on the white paper. The "blackness" of the spot is
measured on a reflection densltometer. The densltometer is calibrated
against absolute reflectance standards. Readings are converted to a sample
flow flux of 0.0016 kg of exhaust gas per square cm of filter paper before
computing to provide a smoke emission value in terms of SAE Smoke Number.
The entire smoke measurement system is packaged into a portable console that
also contains a pump, conCrol valves, and flow metering devices. A flow
diagram is shown in Figure 22. This smoke measurement technique is in
conformance with SAE ARP 1179 (Reference 4).
Throughout this program, the combustor test data (except smoke emission
data) were recorded by a digital data acquisition system. This apparatus
scanned each of the measured parameters in sequence, controlling the position
of pressure scanning valves when required, converted the amplified DC slgnal
of the measurement to digital form, and recorded the value on a perforated
paper tape suitable for input to a time-sharing computer through a teletype
terminal. During each scan, the overall voltage accuracy was checked against
a precision potentlometer that had been calibrated in the standards labora-
tory. The digital voltmeter and low level amplifier w=re of sufficient
quality that voltages were accurate to 0.02 percent of full scale in the 0 to
i0 millivolt range.
All connections between data sensors and readout instrumentation, and
all programming of the sequencing and control circuitry, were accomplished
through interchangeable program boards. The test setup included its _wn
prewlred, preprogrammed front panel for rapid changeover from one circuit
configuration to the next. A schematic of the data acquisition installation
setup is sho_1 in Figure 23,
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5.0 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE!_
5.1 Test Methods
The methods described below are typical of those used in this program.
Variations occurred from configuration to configuration as techniques were
improved or test emphasis shifted. When these variations affected the test
results, they are noted where the results are reported.
Preliminary procedures prior to each test included a "pressure check"
in which the blast gate was closed and sufficient unheated air was admitted
to tile test rig to pressurise it. All pressure measurements were then
recorded and examined. With little flow, the pressure throughout the test
rig was known to be essentially uniform, so that any pressure measurement
deviating from the others indicated an instrumentation error, which was
corrected before proceeding.
In each test, the airflow, temperature, and pressure were established
prior to introducing fuel to the test rig. The pilot fuel flow was always
established and ignited before the main stage fuel was admitted. Changes
in fuel flow required changes in blast gate position to maintain burner
inlet pressure at specified values. When changing air conditions, the main
stage fuel was usually turned off.
5.1.i l_nition Tests
All duct burner ignition testa were performed at the air temperature
and reference velocity of the "altitude rellght" operating condition (Table
III). Most tests were performed at a pressure slightly lower than the 142
kPa of the altitude relight condition to relieve the necessity of manipulating
the blast gate when ignition occurred.
To conduct the test, the airflow and temperature were established with
tile blast gate open. Then the spark igniter was turned on and tilepilot
fuel flow increased slowly until ignition occurred. Ignition was detected
by displaying pilot fuel flow, inject/on pressure drop, and several pilot
liner surface temperatures as a function of time on a mull|channel strip-
chart recorder. Ignition appeared as an abrupt increase in liner temperature.
h_en ignition occurred, the igniter was turned off, the fuel flow was held
constant, and an instrument reading was taken with a manifolded gos sample
as described below. This reading documented the fuel/alr ratio and tempera-
ture rise at ignition.
5.1.2 A$_¢_l'ressure Performance Tests
For some configurations, combustion performance and emissions were
measured at air temperature and reference velocity corresponding to the
supersonic cruise operating condition (Table III), but with the exhaust
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system blast gate left open, so that the duct burner pressure was essen-
tially atmospheric. The reasons for using this expedient test method weret
test conditions could be established more rapidly, since the blast gate
need not be adjusted when the exhaust gas temperature was changed; and
resonance, when encuuntered, was not as destructive as at high pressure.
Atmospheric test data were used to eva]uate the relative effects of changes
in burner fuel/air ratio and fuel staging on performance parameters, in
order to select operating conditions for subsequent evaluation at full
pressure.
The test condition was set by establishing air temperature and f]ow at
predetermined values. The airflow was determined from an a priori estimate "="
of the duct burner pressure drop. TIle pilot fuel flow was ignited and set
at the desired value; then one or both of the main stage fuel flows were
set, as required. The exhaust gas sampling rake was back-purged with air
during adjustment of tlle test conditions to avoid loading the sample system
with unburned fuel.
When all test flows were stabilized, the exhaust rake assembly was
moved to a position where tile left rake (aft looking forward) was 140 mm
from the left sector endwall and the right rake was 254 ram from the wall,
and all sample valves were turned off. All flows, temperatures, and pres-
sures were then recorded, including the total pressure measured by the
rakes, and the dynamic pressures. The gas sample valves were then manip-
ulated to manifold all elements of one or both rakes together, and the
resulting gas sample was directed through the analyzers. When the analyzers
stabilized, the gas analysis parameters were recorded.
5.1.3 Full Pressure Performance Tests
Tests at full pressure were performed in a manner similar to that of
the atmospheric pressure tests, except that the exhaust system blast gate
was adjusted to provide the specified duct burner inlet total pressure.
For some test points, gas s._mples were drawn from several or all of the
rake elements simultaneously and manifolded together for a single analysis.
For selected test points, tile sample from each rake element was analyzed
individually to provide information on tilegas composition profiles in the
exhaust stream. Tilt, r_Ikeswere traversed between analyses so that tile
sampled points formed a pattern across tileexhaust stream. The nampliog
patterns are described below. In each case, tilerake total pressure measure-
ments were made before beginning the analysis, with the rakes in a single
position.
For tile points ill which tile samples were Individually analyzed, a
smoke sample was also drawn from all elements of one rake, manifolded,
located 254 mm from the left endwall of the sector (aft looking forward).
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5.1.4 _as Samp!e Survey Pa_terns
The patterns in which individual and manifolded samples were drawn
from the duct burner exhaust stream changed from time to time during the
program as better test techniques evolved. The various patterns used are
indicated schematically in Figure 24. The exact location of each sample
element may be obtained from the rake stop diagram shown previously, Figure
19. The specific patteTn used for each data reading is given in the test
summary table in Section 6.0.
5.2 EmlsslonsData Reduction Procedure ._
The voltage responses of the CO, C02, tiC, and NOx analyzers were
recorded at each traverse position of a test condition by the test cell
digital data acquisition system. These data were then transmitted directly
to an on-line data reduction computer for calculation of the exhaust emission
concentrations, emission indlces_ combustion efficiency, and fuel/alr ratio
of the gas sample at each traverse position. The equations used for these
calculations were basically those contained in ARP 1256 (Reference 5).
Before the ,ariou: emission parameters were calculated, the concentra-
tions of CO, CO2, HC, and NOx were determined from the gas sample measure-
ments. The true concentrations of these constituents, however, were not
necessarily those measured by the analyzers, due to the removal of some of
the water from the various samples before analysis. Samples for the CO and
CO 2 analyzers were measured "seml-dry"; that is, the sample was passed
through a 273 K ice bath in which the water content of the sample was
reduced to about 3.9 g water/kg air (or 0.00602 moles/mole). The samples
for the HC and NOx analyzers were measured "wet", with no water removed
before analysis, A step-by-step discussion of the emi_slons calculation
procedures used for all the data reduction is presented below.
At the beginning of each test, each of the four gas analyzers was
calibrated over three overlapping concentration ranges, using gas mixtures
of known composition. For each range of each instrument, the millivolt
response of the instrument to a given concentration of its particular gas
was characterized by a calibration equation, the coefficients of which were
evaluated by a least-squares fit of the calibration data. During most of
the program, the calibration equations were of the form:
Concentration = A1 x (Mllllvo]ts - AO) A2 (Is)
Twelve sets of values of the coefficients AO, A1, and A2 were dertvedt
representing three ranges for each of four instruments. Note that when
A2 = 1, this equation is linear, The responses of the CO and CO 2 analyzers,
in particular, were nonlinear at high concentrations, so that appropriate
w,lues of A2 _ l were required to accurate]y represent the instrument cali-
brations. Part way through the program, an alternate calibration equation
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was adopted, which could be fitted more closely to the calibration data for
high concentrations of CO and CO2. The alternate form of the callbratLon
equation, used for Configurations 9, 11, and 12 wass
Concentration = Nilltvolts- A0 (lb)
al + A2 (Ntllivolts - aO)
Note that this equation is also linear when A2 - O, so that the change of
calibration equat£ona had little effect on lean mixtures with low contaminant
levels.
The concentrations of CO and CO2, calculated from Equations 1, were
then corrected for the removal of water (both from the products of combustion
and the inlet humidity) before the samples reached the various analyzers.
To correct for the water removedj two parameters were defined:
lO0 (2)
100+ 1"00602n (C10-'_+C _2
and
(1.0o6o2co200 - y +.._L.Y_ I -2 106
where the CO and CO2 concentration= are the measured (semi-dry) concentra-
tions (PPN and percent, respectively), y represents the humidity content of
the inlet air (percent by volume), and n ls the fuel hydrogen-to-carbon
atom ratio. Than,
(O0)_t m l.O060a XEWX (_qO)lleanure d (semi-dry) (4)
(OOZ)tmt m 1.00(102 x lCgx (O02)Beeeured (semi-dry) (5)
(llC)wet " (HC)neasured (e)
(,ox)...t- ("ox)...aawr.d (?)
Once all measured concentrations were conve¢ted to wet concentrations from
Equations A through 7, the respective emission indices, sample fuel/air ratio,
end combustion efficiency ware calculated from the followtn8 equations (all
concentrations refer to wet concentrations):
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(l..Ol_l.OO.n) _lO4[c° o/
|IHc " CO __ _HC
oo,, "'
4.sol (.ox) .-
"°m " ' ( / (lO)(l=.Ol+ l.OO8.) co + co_+ _c104 104
Ico _ +L% 1• (,2.Ol,1.oogn/ _ % 10_ts % 28.see L lOO co _ n "
BI03 EIHc /
- 1 - o..34 _ - _ _ loo (12)
where the constant 0.2334 is the ratio of the heating value of CO to that
of fuel.
Since JP-5 fuel was used throughout these tests, a typical value for n
(fuel hydrogen-to-carbon atom ratio) of 1.92 was used.
These detailed equations (8 through 12) were used to calculate the
emission indices, gas sample fuel/alr ratio, and combustion efficiency at
each sample location of a test condition. The overall average emission
indices, sample fuel/alr zatio, and combustion efficiency for the test
condition was then determined by weighing the level determined at each
traverse position, using the following equations:
_fm i
i=l
tSav 8 • ' j (13)
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_ts t
g-1
qav| • (1 - .0002334 |Ico' ev| " .001 |IHC ' irK) x 100 ()5)
where the subscr]p_ i dGnotes the value of tile quantity at each of tile J
traverse positions, and the subscript X is used to denote CO, HC, or NOx.
The quantities defined in Equations 13 through 15 were then designated as
the average values for the specific test condition.
The average burner exit total pressure was similarly determined fro_
values measured at each rake element:
• 1"1 (161
PTav8 1
Burner inlet total pressure and temperature were measured by rakes
located tn the inlet duct. The ind_vidual pressure measurements were
averased by Equation 16 and the temperature measurements by:
• ' 1171
Taw| j
Reference velocity was computed as the one-dimensional velocity of the
heated duct burner _nlet airflow through the effective area of the empty
test duct (0.0823 m').
The burner exit temperature was computed from inlet temperature and
pressure, average fuel/air ratio, and combustion efficiency, using standard
thermodynamic calculation procedures for dissociated combustion products.
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5.3 Effects of Test Air Humtdgty on Measured NOX Emissions
The test air humidity was measured on Reading 113 and all subsequent
readings. On earlier readings, the dew point meter was not available, so
the air was assumed to have a humidity of 3.57 8 water per kg dry air.
The emissions for Reading 113 were calculated using both the measured
and the assumed values of air humidity in the formula for including the
water removed in the ice trap ahead of the CO and CO2 analyzers (Equation
3). The assumed humidity produced a mean sample fuel/air ratio of 0.02259
and a NOx emission index of 1.09, as reported in Table VIII. The measured
humidity was 7.31 g/kg, which produced a mean sample fuel/air ratio of ""
0.02246 and a NOx emission index of 1.10.
The test air humidity was, in general, different from the humidity of
the air that the engine would ingest in flight. The humidity difference
might be expected to influence Lhc NOx emission of the burner by reason of
its influence on the rate of generation of NOx in the flame. A correction
is frequently applied to main combustor NOx data to adjust the measured
va]ue to the value expected at standard takeoff humidity conditions
(Reference i):
tH - 6.29_
(EINOxlSt d . (EiNOxlMea e exp "53.--5_'_--" (181
The highest measured humidity was that of Reading 113, 7.31 g/kg,
which would have produced a correction factor of 1.019 by Equation 18. A
similar correction derived for the dry air encountered at high altitude
would have been 1.147 for this test air humidity level. The lowest test
air humidity measured in subsequent tests was 0.59 g/kg, which would have
produced a takeoff correction factor of 0.898. Since these corrections
were not large, and since they cou]d not be uniformly applied because the
dew point meter was unavailable during the first part of the program, the
data reported here have not been extrapolated to standard atmospheric
humidity.
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6.0 _EST RESULTS
A summary of the test program is presented in Table V, The information
presented includes the data readings taken on each duet burner test con-
figuration, the flight conditions simulated (see Table III), the types of
measurements made, the exit survey pattern (from Fisure 24) where appli-
cable, and comments pertinent to interpretation of the data.
In the paragraphs that follow, the results of the emissions measure-
ments for each configuration are presented alon$ with a brief narration of
the test events. Subsequently, the measured ignition charaeter_eties, the ""
measured exhaust smoke levels, and the fluid dynamic performance characteris-
tics are presented.
6.1 Ppllutant Emlss!ons
Exhaust gas sampling for emissions determination was done by two
different methods: point sample surveys and manifolded samples. In the
point sample survey method, up to 14 gas samples were drawn from individual
rake elements distributed across the stream, and the results of the indi-
vidual sample analyses were averaged to determine overall performance. Zn
the manifolded sample method, samples from some or all of the rake elements
weze analyzed together. The latter method was faster, as the number of gas
analyses required for each reading was less; but the accuracy of the measure-
ment is not regarded as highly, because the averaging across the exit
stream profile was a function of the flow coefficients of indlvldual sampllng
elements, which were not well controlled.
The overall emissions performance of all configurations, as measured
by the point sample survey method, is presented in Tables VI, VII, and Vlll
for the sea level takeoff, transonic climb, and supersonic cruise flight
condlcions, respectively. In these cables, Pa6 and TT6 are the total
pressure and temperature measured by rakes located 60 mm from the duct
inlet, as described previously. DP/P is (PT6-PTI_B)/PT6, where PTI48 is
the exit rake total pressure (1480 mm from the duct inlet). The "F/A UNDER
LINER" values are the ratios of the indicated measured fuel flows to that
part of the measured airflow excluslve of the main stage liner cooling air.
The fr_ction of the total airflow by the main stage liners was estimated
from the nominal effectlve flow area of the liners and the pressure drop
measured for each configuration. The FTOT values are overall fuel/alr
ratios measured by the flowmeters (not includlng endwall liner air) and the
Sea sample analyses. TTI48 was calculated from the sample analyses, as
explained before.
A smoke sample was drnwn from the duct burner exit survey rakes during
each reading in which performance was measured by the point sample survey
method, and these samples showed very low smoke emission levels for all
configurations. Only two of the smoke samples indicated SAE smoke numbers
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thv ._t'. lt'vt'l takvoJl opt!l';Irjng L_oadil:l_ll, 'Jlw IIiL,;iNur_:d ._ll!ltJk_..in|lldJt'l _,'il,'_
h,9. 'l'llv oth_,r _amplt, wa_s Head|rig 74p Con[lgural.$on b, a_ahl .t ,_oa D'V,|
takenif. The smoke number was 5.7, Both of these valuus were well bylaw
tim gem of 15.
Configuration l, being the first tested, endured mere than |t:_ .M_nrv
of experimental difficulties. Rake damage was discovered after Readin_ l(.).
The two lower sampling tips on one rake and the three lower tips on the
other were burned away_ and three other tips were damaged. This water-.
couled rake, whlch had been used 111 previous test programs, dld not M,_w
any deficiencies in its pretest checkout. 'rim rake was repaired and sot--
v/red the remainder of the program undamaged. The fuel pressure in the
lower main stage spraybars was abnormally higt_ during all tests of
Ct,nfig,wation 1. Visual checks indicated one or two spraybars not flowing,
located in the corners of the sector. The problem was subsequently traced
to a tight fit of in-line strainers used in the manifold pigtails, and w.s
c:..rt,cted by the use of tubing with thinner walls.
I'ilot fuel nozzle clogging was also experienced. The test facility
fuel system was unable to supply enough flo:: for full simulation of the sea
level takeoff condition, so these points were tested with proportionally
reduced air flow and pressure.
The rake actuath>n mecimnisms failed during Reading 14. R('adJngs ]_
and 76 were taken with the rake fixed in one position.
Inspection after Reading 7.7 revealed substantial danlage to C:c test
configuration, presumably due to resonance. 1'he flameholder gap sprin_,,s
were flattened, cracked, and nibbled. Half the lower spring was torn away
and recovered from the test rig exhaust section. It appeared to i_a\.t, i_.ld
flame awl*lie, then impacted a rake or quench bar. The lower Illllfn ,sta!_t
liner was distorted in the center near the flameholder. Tim cent or pJl,_l
fuel nozzle was missing its air shroud. The pilot burner was r_ppt,d _Jl('il_'
the coollug air metering holes of the second panel, uppL_r ;rod !,,x,,er.
Emissions measurements umde by the point sa_ple survey method were,
shown previously in Tables VI through VIII. bleasurements made witi_ n:anlt,,ld
samples are presented in Table iX. Data from this table, representing t ht_
transonic (:llmb flight cendithm, are plotted in Figure 25. Only conlbu,<d:i.,i
efficiency is plotted rather titan CO and iiC eatlssion indices. F-f fit:tenor
is related to CO and IIC by Equation 15. At this condition, tile pilot
efficiency was near 99Z t and the pilot NOx was less than 2 ;;/kv, fttvl. Vith
the main stage operating near tile estimated operating fuel/air rLttJt) i
efficiency fell to 94 or 95%, and NOx increased to near 3 g/kg. At tim sea
]eve.[ takeoff and sllpersonic t'ratse operating conditions, only tsel.tcd
data ili)tni';S were tTlken.
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Profiles _oasured at tim trausnll[¢! ¢,_|111b voodltl_n ;ire sh+_l in FJ_gLr,'
2h. The ftloJ dl.sl:ribtltinll waq noL untfarm, duo perhaps to '_ho Hpraybar
clogging i_rub].em. Proft|es measured at tile sea lt, vel tako.ff eonditJoll v+r(+
slloWIt In Figure 27, This survey was incomplete, hut the udgv of +l rich
streak near the Âowt.r liner is evident, and tile local NOx emission index Is
abov_ 2,0 _hrnughnut the stream.
Pro_lles m_asllrt+d at tile stlpt,rson|.l, (_rtll_e cond|t|oB are _+h_wn 115
Figures 28 and 29. Tlmsc two test points differ primarily hy tlw pilot
fae+l flow. Si,lc_, the cruise condition r_quiros a low fuel/air rat'tu, only
the upper mats sLagc f.lameholders were fueled. Some fuel is seen to lmve
migrated, poorly burned, to the l nwer hal e of the duct. Iligh local NOx
is associated wlth this leanp inefficient region. _"'
6.1.2 Confi_uratlon 2
Configuration 2 was tested at the altitude re]ight and the sea level
conditions. At the design fuel/atr ratio of the latter condition, the
duct burner emitted audible resonance, and a high dynamic pressure level
was observed at a point 137 mm from _he duct burner exit. The main stage
fuel flow was immediately reduced 20%, at which point the dynamlc pressure
decreased to a level judged acceptably lowj and the resonance audibly sub-
sided. After an exhaust survey was performed, the main stage fuel flow was
turned off_ then reestablished from alternate injectors located 200 ram
farther upstream. Audible resonance was again apparent, and after a minute
or so at this condition, the duct burner blew out and could not be reli,,,hted.
Subsequent disassembly and examination disclosed severe damage to
the pilot dome and liner. The air shrouds were missing from all five pilot
fuel nozzles, and all swirlers had broken loose. Fuel evidently had been
released and ignited ahead of the dome, as one swlr]er was badly burned and
a large hole was burned in the dome. Tilepilot liners were burned, broken,
and buckled downstream from this area. Vibration damage was sustained by
the flameholders, the second-stage cooling liners, the pllot cowl, and
other test rig parts.
1 The point sample survey reading was included in Table V[, and tbt,
remaining data are summarized in Table X. The cor.tbustion effich!ncy we:+
quite high (99%). 'rite measured duct burner exit profiles are shown in
Figure 30.
6. l. 3 Configuratlotl.._ -
Preliminary testing of Configuration 3 was perfurmed with tim outer
pressure vessel, quench section, and sampling rakes removed in order to
facilitate audlo-vlsuaJ observation. The purpose of this technique was it>
expiate tim operating limits of the duct burner imposed by rusonaucc, uttder
conditions where resonance would not be destructive when encotmtered. The
conditions tested are shown in Table X[.
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Sevt_re resoqaJluu w;I,'.; apparent ;it f.el/atr ratios less than originally
Psi inlatod for t|tl_ st,a It, vt.[ takeoff .perattng condition, Althonglt tile
number of dynamic pressurt* pickups lind been increased for this test: instru-
ment Ins] ftmctiens prew, needfu] 1 documentation of _he rest}nance levels
observed. Testing of (:onfLguratLon 3 was terminated at tills point in favor
of Conflgura_ion 4. ill hopes that reduced resonance would result from use
of the alternate sectnr endwall liners tlmt were installed for Configuration
4. Configurations 3 and 4 were expected to have identical emissions
per furmanee ,,
3'I_ emissions performance of Cnnfiguration 3 was not measured.
6.1.4 Confi£.ti_Lt_t2)_)._..A.fq.m]__5
IAke Configuration 3, Conflguratlou 4 was first tested without tile
outer pressure vessel, quench section, and sampling rakes, at the conditions
indicated in Table XII as Readhlgs 29 throsgll 34. The new endwall liners
were audibly judged to qnlet the burner somewhat, but dynamic pressure
measurements did not substantiate this jt_dgement.
Additional tests of Configuration 4 at atmospheric pressure were per-
formed wi_h the rakes and quench bars installed. At tile supersonic cruise
inlet temperature, emissions measnruments were made over a range of total
fuel/elf ratios at two different pilot fuel flows: with only the lower
secondary passage carbureted, and with both passages earbureted equally.
These data are included in Table XII and are plotted in Figure 3I,
Although the emisslo,_s performance seemed to impro,'e with increasing fuel-
air ratio, the duct burner could not be tested at fuel/air ratios higher
than shown because of dangerous resonance amplltudes.
Based on these, data, a pilot fuel flow 20Z higher than normal was
selected for testing Configuration 4 at the full-pressure supersonic cruise
condition, with only the lower maln stage flametlolders earhureted. The
results are inc]nded ill Table V].[I, si, owa previously, and the measurL, d 1,1,_-
flies are shown in Figure 32. The low comhust:lon efficiency (96;:) set.nl,.,d
to be dee mainly to tim uncarbureted upper flameholder region. Loan and
inefficient regions, which also had higl_ NOx emission index, were observed
in the upper half of the tunnel.
At tile sea level takeoff temperature, few data were obtained because a
low frequency (1 tt_ 2 |lz) flow o_ct[lation was encountered at atl1_osphertc
pre,,_snre which repeatedly blew out tile burner. At full l)ressure, tilt,
[llilXillltml feel/air I'iltJo Lh_|t Could be set without excessive 300 ]|z rLtSOllan!( ,
was O.(}3f_ (under tilt, fleer) with both passages fueled, This was clqtsfdt.r;d)]',"
beh_w tile originally ,_,._;tlmated operating tot, l/air ratio of 0,050. The
profiles measured for Configuration 4 at tills ten'ilion are shown Ill Fl;turo
3"3. 1'he upper main statue fuel burned poorly with tltgh local No x emissions.
Con[i},uratlon !)wall d_,rived 5rum Colll [gill's:los 4 by replilt'ing tilt'
standard splash plate sprayhars with sprayh_rs using air lets t_ ato1_dz_,
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the fnel. Pr_,lim|mlry leHtln_ W;I.q performed at atm_mphurh: prt_Hsuru _md
the HnperHt_tth' t_rll_H¢ _ lilt t_,n|peralur_.s. The re.st|Its HI'e, f;llt_wll hI Table XII I
;1lid plotted In Plgllr¢' g_4. FmlHHIonH were muaaurqd by manlfoldt, d samples
tlHIItg thr{.q) Ijl[et _'11¢!1 fltjwH ttnd 1| var|qty of main .'-ll_Hl_:efuel and tltomlziltK
all" uonflgltfal:|tlllll. In general-0 l:he results vompare vhmely with tltogo _lf
(:onf l_llra{.ion 4.
Titre,. f ue I ( It_w t'amtl)I nat LOlln we re su I u{' Led for owl I ua t I (,n of Conf Jgur;t-
t lon _'}=it ft.lll-lmre.'4Huru 14upersonJv crulm, cundlL_ollS, u;ihl_ siiwle-p(dnt
Hanlple surveys. In :Ill romhln+.Lhm.% unly tile lower ma|n st+|_.¢, flnmt,htdth,rs
were ¢,arhnreted, and the ;ttomizllt_ air wq_ oil, 1'he first two vonlblnatlons
used tile t,omlnal total, fttel/;tlr ratto (0.020) and different Ill lot fuel
flows. Tile third combination used a hlglit!r t'otal fuel/air rnt'h) (O.O25).
The results are included In Table VIII, and the proflit_s al,, plotted Ill "_'
Figure.'+ 35, 36, slid '17. The hl_;best efficiency and Lilt, htghc_st NItX levt, I
were produced by the l.tghur fuel/air ratio. At the lower fuel/air ratio,
the fuel. that migrated into the upper f lameholder region was poorly burned.
II£gh local NOx coneeaLr;itIolls were found In these lean, inefficient regioll._;.
A lean streak containing high liecom'entration was present next to the
lower liner in all surveys.
A. tile sea level takeoff conditl.on, the maximum safely-attainable
ti! fuel/air ratio for Configuration 5 was 0.036 under the liner, about thesame as for (hMlfiguration l_. The results of these point-sample survey
measurements are included tn 'l'ahle V1, and tile profiles are. plotted in
Figure, "18. The uppt.r main stage fnel was poorly burned. In Conflgurath_n
5, tile upper flameholdera were lucated 150 mm downst.eam from the lower
f lameholders, so that ¢:t}mhust ion ] ellStll w_ls shorter _ and much more pilot
liner film air was injected next to tile upper flamebolders.
l'osttt_st lnspl2cthql showed danl;igt' to be limited to out+ ripped pilot
Liner c.onllng slot, broken tack welds on two pilot swir]L,rs, and a broken
film slot on one sector endwall 1Incr.
(,.I. 5 conCi_,;a.uL,!.___6_,thr ,:?udL_:!!2
Tests o_ Conft}_urHtions 6 Lhrongh lO (ire reportt,d togc'Lh_'r, an thrust'
eOllfLguratttllls shared tht_ same bash' plh)t and f]anlt.ht)Jdt, r dt'sJ}_llS.
l'reliminary testing el ConfiguraCitms 6 and a was perfort;_t,d with tht,
outer pressul'e shill l, qtlench sk, vtJon, and sampl_llg rakt, s remarked and tht,
air tumperatltre adltlsted it* Lht, sea levt,] takeoff value. This Lusting was
done it) vxplure tile fuel/air r:lt(o rmlgt,s over which tilt' ottgmtqltor vt_uht
bt, opt,rated wltht)t|L t'xct',,4,qtvtt rpSollancu, 'l'tlv ('ullditlou,% te,,ited art" Ilstud
as Rv_tdlngs 75 tllt+ough 90 In Tables XIV slid XV. N_+ttht, r ('ant igur;ttitql
could I)e operattd tit tilt, ori_;lnally t,stlmatt, d _+ca level takvoff fuel/sir
ratio.
The emission:+ I_t.rforluantt ' of (h_nflgul'_lt lens 6 and 8 was ill¢+asured Ol113'
_lt tile stll)ersoni,: crttl,_iu operaLhlg t,t,ntlitiotl, tntlsLly at aLmosFhertc pressurt'
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with manlI_bldvd samplt,,.I, 'lh,. dalai are listed ill 'rubles XIV and XV and
ph,lied ill Figurt, s _q ;ind /d), _','Iih ,rely tilt, upper main start, flameholdvr._
carburetod, the eft lclvucv In,eked at a total fuel/air r,lt;t_ under tilL'
Ihler .t about O.O2/, but (lit, NOx lnrrvased rapidly with fro, l/air ratios
show, 0.021. The hlr_,v dlfferenvo in main stage fuel premixlng length
between CttnfIgurat|_)ns (i and _ had a relatively small effect en performance.
Performance mt,astlrements Blade by the point sample survey meLhod ;it
full pressure for Conf|gtlrat.ions 6 aud _ tire Included in Table VIii, and tilt,
profiles art, plotted In Figures 41 t:hrough 45, Some tests were made with
only tile upper main stage f lameholders earbureted, and s{_me were made with
only the lewer flameholders carbureted. At fuel/air ratios near nomtnal ,_
for the supersonic cruise condition, tllese configurations pruvided NOx and
CO emissions closely approaching tile prngram gel Is. Fuel migrating into
the uncarbureted side (if tile duct was burned more efficiently than in
Configurations 4 and 5. ]'lie htgll itC levels were due primarily to a lean,
inefficient streak adjacent to the liner on the carbureted side.
Configurations 7 and lO were subjected to extensive parametric vari-
ation at fell pressure, with e,nlsslons performance measured by manlfolded
samples. Tile data are listed in 'rabies XVI and XYll. Figure 46 illustrates
the minor effect of pilot fuel/air ratio on the performance of Configuration
7 at supersonic cruise. Figure 47 shows tile performance of Configuration
10 at supersonic cruise. The NOx level is comparable to Configuration 8
(Figure 40), but the efficiency is lower.
Figure 48 shows the effect of reference velocity en Configuration 7 at
supersonic cruise. NOx improves and efficiency falls wi_ll increasing
velocity. Tile data at 47 n/s are tile same as Figure 46 and do not cor-
relate perfectly with the combustion efficiencies measured at other veloci-
ties. The efficiencles of Configuration lO (Figure 47) correlate better.
Figure 49 shows tile performanee of Configuration 10 at tile transonic
climb condition, and Figure 50 shows tileperformance at sea level takeoff
at two reference velocities. Both NO_ and efficiency are lower than at tl_e
higher temperature supersonic cruise condition.
Configuration 9 was tested only at supersonic cruist,. He;lsuremt,nts
made with manifolded mlmples are listed in Table XVllI _Ind plotted ill
Figure 51. The perfornlance is comparable to tile liquid-fueled configure-
Lions, although tile rate of Increase of NOx with fuel/air ratio Js somewhut
less. Configuration 9 seemed to be less prone to resonance than others
with liquid fuel injection.
l'oint sample surveys at tileburner exit stream were porft_rmed ell (:t)ll-
flgttrations 7, 9, and lO at selected operating cundtttons. ']'hese data are
included In 'rubles Yi, VII, and VIII, The measured profiles are platted _n
Figures 52 ttlrough bl. The local fuel/air ratios shown for Readings lO'l,
137, J54, 169, 171, and 175 have been corrected upward to compensate for a
leak that admitted nlr tn tile sample system. The data generally showed
that wttll t)ltly one main stage flameholder fueled, tile fuel that penetrated
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to the opposite side burned loss _ffflelently than with Configurations 6 and
8. Nlth both flameholders faeled and the fuel/air ratio high enoagh for
effective flame propagation, the local combustion efficiency was generally
satisfactory except adjacent to tile liners.
Reading 137 was taken on Configuration I0 at the supersonic cruise
operating condition with both main stage flameholders carbureted equally.
Figure 55 shows lean regions containing raw fuel next to the liners, even
the upper liner where the small circumferential flameholder was located to
assist flame spreading. When the outer four samples were disregarded,
Reading 137 produced a combustion efficiency of 99.15% with CO, He, and NO x
emission indices of 8.43, 6.54, and 1.17, respectively. The lean, ineffi-
cient region next to tile upper liner could be seen in a survey made with .b
pilot fuel only (Reading 1.57, Figure 57) suggesting that the cause was air
intrusion downstream from the flamehoiders, rather than maldlstribution of
the main stage fuel approaching the flameholders. To determine the extent
of this streak, a survey was made in Reading 165 using only the upper
sampling element of each rake. The results, shown in Figure 62, indicated
that the streak was confined to the upper left corner (aft looking forward)
of the surveyed region of the burner exit.
Posttest inspection revealed the test hardware to be in excellent con-
dition. The pilot liner showed evidence of a hot streak on the upper
centerline opposite the igniter, bu_ was undamaged. Some pilot nozzle flow
coefficients had deteriorated as much as 28%, so that the pilot was probably
operating somewhat lean in tllecentez. Thus, the exact cause of the concen-
trated nature of the streak of inefficiency remains unidentified.
6.1.6 Conf.igurations l l and .12
Configuration II was tested at full pressure at all operating conditions.
Emissions performance measurements made with manifolded samples are listed
in Table XIX and plotted in Figures 63, 64, and 65.
Figure 63 shows the performance of Configuration I1 at the supersonic
cruise operating condition, as a function of fuel distribution. Little
effect of pilot fuel/alr ratio was found at the nominal total fuel/air
ratiu, so a high pilot fuel/air ratio was selected for further testing.
Nith only the lower main stage flameholders carbureted, the combustion
efficiency appeared high and wlrted little with fuel/air ratios. The NOx
was much higher than measured with previous configurations at comparable
fuel/alr ratios, and lot:teased steep]y with fuel/air ratio. With both
flameholders carbureted, NOx was improved, but efficiency was )ow.
The effect of reference velocity (it the supersonic cruise condition is
shown .in Figure 64. The Intermedhtt¢ velot'lty data are the same as Figure
63, and the other data were acquired later. A downward efficiency shift
appears to have occurred in the interim. The high reference velocity
produced less NOx.
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_ii';llilll'OIIliqll:i IIl, ldv lit lis' |rilll)llllllV c'lllllh alld Mt_;l li,vl!) takellff l,llpliJl:lolli_
are slloWll |11 i,'igllro hrs. Colnbu_itlon ¢,fflv[ency watt plier _lt both conditilona I
;lltd ill the hlgller preHmlro, very hli4h NOx was measurvd at low fuol/_tr
r_lL|llfl, I(uMonllni, e dhl not pi'rmlt tuattnll =it total fuvl/tlir ratios h|giler
tlttln 0.04.
Poillt s;Iniple sorvl.y,_ were IIIclde _it two col_dJtions. Tili_tte dills ar_, ln-
¢"bided i11 T:ibles VII aud Vl I I, lind t hit iirufl los ;ire HIIUWll ill Figures 66
;llld hP. AI till, Silpi'FSllllll' l'rulsl_ ouudltlOll, the point. Samllle ,_lurvey i]lln-
firmed tilt. ° Ill:nil folded _,lllliiles , ¢,xi,ept that frllill till of the samplt, elements
]oclil.ed t4mm fronl the tipper liner on tilt ° uncarhuretod side, the instrul_lent
ruspouded to an apllarelllly very rtcli CII streak. Since no sign of tills
._treak was seen In ili,41rby sample points or in manifolded samples hi#fore or
;if tot tills lit)Lot t_llrVt'.V, illlr tu *tuhsequent. testing ot" Clinfil_tlr;ition 17,
tllese two sample restllts cilonot bu considered typical (if this configuration
and were, tllerefore, onlitted from tilt. caleulated iiveragos. At the transonic
climb condition, tile fuel dlstribot.lon on the upper flameholders was non-
uniform, and the comhllst[Ol| offlcleni'y was low in that area.
Coilflguration 12 was tested at tile supersonic cruise operating condition
only. Tileenilssinns performance, measured with manifolded samples, agreed
closely with that of Configuration II. These measurements are listed in
Table XX and plotted lu Figure 68.
Point sample surveys were made with two fuel/air ratios. These data
are included in Table Viii. At the nominal cruise fuel/air ratio, with
only tile lower fiameholders carbureted, tile very heavy CO streak observed
in Clieunfueled side of Conflguratlon [l was absent, as shown by tilepro-
files in Figure 69. A raw fuel streak next to tile lower liner, which the
splitter plate was intended to correct, was still present. With both
flameholders carhureted, combustion was inefficient in the upper part of
tile duct, as shown in Figure 70.
Peatiest inspection revealed that most of tile ._plJtter plate had
burned away, togetiler with part of tile lower circumferential flameholder
from the center to wltiiin 75him of the luft wall (aft lookin8 forw_ird). Tilt!
center radial spokt_ fialilt'llilitit'l" t,'_l._i ;lint) hurtled ;iwayt and a hot streak was
visible on the pilot cowl t, xtendilig aft from the spark Igniter. This was
tile only collflguration thilt allowed evidullce ill flameholdinLl froili tile igniter.
Configuration t2 did not carry flameilolder temperature instrumentation.
i * t t6.2 .I_litt£_.gil Chart/tit r i.2..!t.!c_
Altitude igllititln cllaracturlst|cs were measured only till those confillura -
lions wbicil included cililllges to tilt,, pilot design, Tile lgllltlon tests were
Iliads ill the altitude rel illht operating ct,nditton, its described previously.
For I:onfigur_ltiollS ] and 2, /in attempt was made to regulate the duct
hurner ilressuro during tile ignltlon test, using the blast gate. It was i
found that it step t!hallge ill pressure occurred upon ignition, requiring i.I'
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fttrth_,r adjustment of the bls:lt gate befort, the temperature rise could bt,
measured, Silica2 tiw pressure at the altitude rellght t,elidttion In only
sll},htly above atmospherh_, it was de_ided to perform tile remahllug Ignition
tests with Lhe blast gate open. Tl_e airflow was reduced to provtdq tile
correct refereuce velof ity.
I,'or each pl|ot de_;ipn, lgnttlon was aceelripllshed at tile nominal refer-
ence velocity using I:he spark Igniter, al thotigh fuel f lows somewhat hlgi_er
than nominal were usual ly required. 'rite minimum fuel/air raties required
for ignition, anti the temperature rise calculated from manifolded gas
samples, are listed in Table XXI.
6.3 I:luid _namie Performance
Measured duct burner performance parameters in addition to those
related above included fan stream total pressure loss, fuel injector pressure
drop, and dynamic pressure, frequency, and amplitude. The results of these
measurements are summarized in this sectlon.
6.3.1 Duct Burner Pressure Drop
Selected total pressure drop measurements made with only the pilot
stage operating are summarized in Table XXII. Where they are awillable,
measurements made at the sopersonlc erulse inlet conditions are presented
as this was the primary design condition. The measured pressure drop
Includes the flameholder drag loss, fuel Injector drag lass, and friction
losses in the lligh velocity passagi_s ahead of the flameholders. The data
In Table XXll include losses associated with mixing of the uncarbureted
main stage air wlth hot pilot dlscharge gas hut do not include |]eat addf-
tlon loss associated with tilemain stage combustion. Pressure loss data
were also included in Tables VI It]rough XX; these data include heat addition
loss where appropriate.
Table XXll includes calculated values of referem'e velocity head (Q)
and tile ratio of total pre_4sure drop to w, loclty head (I')I)/Q). TheorettcalIy_
I)P/Q shot]hi be almo,_t independent, of reference velocity, so it is more
n,qi!fll] ill;HI I)P/P as a perlorlllil]]Ct, chilractt, rizatlos p_ir_illl(,ter.
Configurations 6 sad 7 (which are also characteristic of Conflguration:_
8, 9, slid l{}) show higher pressure drop than other co]lfigorattons becaot]e
of the pilot Hnout exit,atHos, which reqoired tilt' l_ultn stage air to negotlaLe
Ioog, I]lgh velocity passages containing high-blockage fuel injectors.
Withoot tile SllOtlt exlellslon t the dry pressure loss was typically 4% of the
[lllet total presstlre at tilt, nominal reference velo¢'lty, or 6 reference
velot ity heads.
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Table XXI. Isnition Test Results.
Contll * PTe 71_ F/A Under 'Imp.RdS KPa K Liner Rise
1 4 145 360 ,0060 206
B 19 14a 371 ,0047 166
4 37 106 369 .0072 240
6 92 nl 368 .0064 186
7 I16 116 376 .0044 114
11 206 112 367 .0063 195
Table XXII. Total Pressure Drop Data Sugary, Pilot Stage _y
at Supersonic Cruise Operating Condition.
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I"ut'l hi.jectloll pressure drup was monitored for all three foul sysl;ems.
Wht,n liquid fuel was used, the parameter W/A¢'_ was computed and compared
with the wllue resuLLJng from preteaL lajec.tor flow checks. Thenretlcally,
tilts parameter should remah_ cotlstant. An increase frou_ one reading to
another was taken its evidence of a |'tlvl line leak, and a decreas0 was taken
as evidence of fuel Injector clogging. No leaks were detected during tile
program. Several instances of lnJt_ctor vloggtng were ent:ountered and haw,
bees related previously.
The measured wllues c,f tile fuel injector pressure drop parameter are
listed in Table XXIil.
6.3.3 Dynamic Pressure
All of the configurations tented in this program encountered resonance
as fuel/air ratio was increased. To embark on major efforts to eliminate
this resonance was beyond the scope of this program, in tile earlier con-
figurations tested, the rcsonam'e levels reached high amplitude levels that
resulted in damage to the hardware. In subsequent tests, Configuration 3
through 12, fuel/air ratios were not Increased beyond levels where resonance
reached double amplitude levels in the range of 7 to lh kPa. Practically
all of tlmse later data points, therefore, had amplitudes below 7 kPa, and
many of tim points bel.ow tile maximum fuel/air ratio had no strong discrete
frequencies present.
Tim resonance frequencies, when present, were in the range of 151) to
350 ttz and were axial mode.,:. The radial modes and circumferential modes in
the sector test rig would lnvolw, much higher frequeneies. In a full
annular duct burner, however, tile circumferential mode would be closer to
these axial mode frequencies. Ln a full annular duct burner, the circum-
ferential mode would, tilorefore, be expected to occur coupled with tile
axial mode.
The measured frt.quency spectrum typical of the rest3nam'e encountered
is illustrated In Figures 71 and 72 for Configuration lO. Figure 71
in at_ a fuel/air ratio of 0.0325 at supersonic cruise showing strong i'¢,_ooant
peaks at 240 and 260 tlz. Other condlthms =nay peak at only a single discrete
frequency. I.eaner condltJans 9 such aS a fuel/air ratio of O.021 (Figure
72) showed considerably less activity in the resonant frequency range.
Spevi[lc devt,lopment effort to introduce resonance suppressioll features
late the design could be t,xpectt,d to provide designs wlth trains.ions per-
forl3anct, similar to that dtn'umtqtted here but without tile presence of exces-
s'lye resonance ill the maximum flit, I/air rat los of interest.
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Table XXIII. Fuel Injection Pressure Da_a Sun,mary,
Values of Parameter WF/SQRT(DP),
Kg/H*SQRT(PA),
oDG FUEL MANIFOLD
PILQT UPPCR I.()N_R
C_NF|GURATION 1
6 0,13_5£-06
5 0.|3_8E-06
6 0.1300_-06
7 0,1303F-06 ,,.
8 O,12RAF-04 0,1372E-03 0,1026E-03
9 0,1277F-06 0,1296E-03 0,1063E-03
I0 0.1261P-04 0,1295E-03 0.1024E-03
1_ O,llb5E-_4
13 O.gb61F-05 0.1211E-03 O,q?77E-06
1_ 0._960r-05 0.9786E-0_
15 0.8o7_r-o_
lO 0.829AE-0_
t? 0.8_18F-05
CnNFIGU_ATlnN 2
19 O.I_O_F-06
20 0.1806F-04
21 0,1_12E-04 0.2690E-03
COW'FIGUrATION 4
2q 0.261_F-04
30 0.25F2E-04 0.2171_-03 0.1983E-03
31 O,?_qgE-04 0.1663E-03 0,1670E-03
32 O.2499F-06 0,|664F-03 O,1676E-03
33 0.2683F-06 0.1965E-03 0,1568E-03
3_ U._476F-04 0.1653F-03
37 0.23_8F-04
40 0.2_57E-04
61 O,_lqgE-06 O,2lq3E-O_ 0,1977E-03
63 0._71F-06
4_ 0.735bF-.06
65 0._6_5E-04 O*201bE-03
4b 0,2357F-06 0,2108E-03
61 0,2328E-06 O, lqO6E-03
68 0,2625F-04 0,186_F-03
_9 0,2388F-06 0,1911E-03
50 0,250bF-06 0,218_R-03 O,_T99E-03
Sl 0.7370F-06 0,2117F-03 0,1917E-03
52 0.719q_-06
i ' I I I |
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Tab10 XXIII, Fu_! InJPcttiili Pr_HlirP I)_t_ Su.unary,
VaIiioH of P_rilm_t_r WF/SIIR'r(I)P),
KI/S*SQWP(PA) (Continued).
PDG FUEL M_NI FOLI)
PILOT IJPIfR LOWER
CONFIGURATIgN 4
53 0.2183F-04 0.1365E-03
56 0.2199i:.+0_ 0.1351E,,03 0.1321E-03
CIiNFIGURATINN 5
5T 0.2306F-04
5R O.2394F-04
59 0,240TE-04
60 0.2119_-04 0.2005E-03
61 0.222BF-_4 O.2Z58E-03
62 0.207BF-04 O. IB3TE-03
63 0.2361F-04 O. IBB6F-03
64 _.2U_IF-._4 0.1803E-03
6_ 0.23i1F-04 O, lq43E-03
_6 0._35F-04 0.1589F-03
67 0.2450F-04 0.1560E-03
68 0.2269E-04 0. I9_7_-03 0.2691E-03
h9 0.2_89F-0; O.iBI3E-03 0.2031E-03
TO 0.2i9_E-0_ 0.17_9_-03 O,[bTqE-03
71 0.2|50E-04 O.1366E-03
72 0.21_5E-04 O.I370E-03
73 0.2t49E-O_ 0.135ZE-03
74 0.2i55F-04 0.1309E-03 0.i35_E-03
CDNFIGLIRATION 6
7_
76 0,_750E-04
7T 0,_507E-04
78 O,24q7E-04
?q 0.2508F-04 0.2644E-03
qO 0.7487F-0_ O*[9hBF-03
81 O._470F-O_ 0.1778E-03
82 0.2448E-04 0.1981E-03 O. LBIOE-03
83 O.23flSF-06 O.iT_5_-O_
q2 O._286F-04
q4 0.223_-04
q_ 0,2318E-04
9b 0,_24qF-04
q7 0,2225F-0_ 0._28GE-03
q_ O*_??_E'O_ 0._100_-03
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Table XXII[. Fuel Injection Pressure Datli Sugary,
Values of Parameter WF/SQWr(DP),
Ks/S*SQRT(PA) (Canclnued).
_G FUEL MANIP(II.D
PILIJT UPPER LUNER
CONFIGURATION 6
qq 0.2226E-04 O. IR64E-03
lO0 0.2202F-04 0.1648F_03
lO! 0.219RE-04 0.1735E-03
|02 0.2171E-04 0.165RE-03
103 0.2193E-04 0.1818E-03 0.3705F-03
105 0.2172E-04
I0_ 0.2111E-04 0.|742E-03
107 0.2103F-04 O.1468E-03
108 O.?104F-O_ 0.1700E-03
CONFIGURATION 7
115 0.?190F-04
111 0.1987F-04
118 O.lqRIF-O_
119 0.Iq75_-04
t_O O.IQ40F-04 0.1098E-03
121 0.1983E-04 O.IIOSE-03
122 O.lq_qF-04 0.1113E-03
1_3 0._?06E-04 0.1107E-03
124 0.1974E-34 0.1097E-03
125 0.198bE-04 0.1088E-03
lZb 0.1944F-04 0.1085F-03
171 0.222_E-04 0.1097E-03
138 o. Lq84F-04 0.126_E-,03
139 0.1q77_-04 0.123q£-03
I_0 O.EOI4E-04 O. IZ44E-03
141 O.lq79E-04 O.121qF-O_
14_ 0.1_33_-04 0.1231£-03
143 O. Lq34E-06 0.1225E-03
144 0.1941E-04 0.1248F-03
145 0.19_6F-04 0.1225F-03
CUNFIGURATION 8
B4 O.23R_f-04 O.2883E-03
R5 O._36qF-O_ O.|SkbE-03
Rb O.E115P-04 O._OqtE-03 0.2308E-03
81 0.2410F-04 O.18flbE-O3 0.2219E-03
88 0.2_OIF-04 0,1745E-03 0.2017E-03
f19 O.?3P2F-04 O. ISOOE-03
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Table XXIII. Fuel [nJccLlon I'rL,_nurc Data _umm.ry,
Values of l'ar_m_ter WF/SqRT(bP),
Kg/S*SQRT(PA) (Continued).
RDG FUEL M_NII()I,I)
PlLnT iII'IJFI{ LOHER
CnNr IGURATION
90 0.23qgE-04 O.L_IIE. U}
109 0,21O0F-06 0,2034C-.03
llO O,2Lq3E-04 0.1599E'03
lit 0.2098E-04 OoL426E"C|3 "
112 0.2113E-04 0.1456E-03
113 O.?IORE-04 O. L46OE-O_
CnNFIGUqATION 9
_68 0.2140F-04 0._204E-03
16q 0.2L38F-04 0,4175E-03
L70 0.2109F-04 O°#lI6E-01
171 O.2LOBE-04 0.409lF-0_
172 0o2112E-04 , 0.3933E-03
173 0.2113E-04 o.2qH7E-03 0°3693E-03
17_ 0.2107F-04 0.3061E-03 0o36_2E-03
175 0°?[04E-04 0°799LE-03 0°3532E-03
lT6 0°2106E-04 O.3IOLE--03 0o3_74E-03
CONFIGURATION LO
|2R 0,196_F-04 0o1_09E-03
|2q 0,|95qE-04 0°|263E-03
130 0°?18_F-04 0.1253E-03
131 O*lgb3E-04 O. LZgZE-O_
L32 0.|059E--04 0.|276E-03
|3_ OolqSflE-04 0°1378E-0_ Oo[2RSF-03
135 OolqhOr-04 O, 128RE-.O'_ O. lZb5E-03
13b OoIqq3F-04 0.1276E-03 0°1258E-03
137 O°?IqOE-04 0°1270E-03 Oot?SBE-03
|46 0,1972E-04 0,1354E-0_ 0,_26[E-03
148 0.225LE-04
|4q O°273qF-O_ 0°|771E-03 0,|530E-03
150 0.2238E-04 0.1581E'03 O. I413E-03
151 O.???TE-O_ 0o1425E-03 0o[325E-03
152 0,2_33E-04 0o1600E-03 O. I29LE-O_
1_3 0.222qE-04 O.1373E-03 O. L277E-03
194 0,222bE-0_ 0.|372F--03 O,t260E-03
!_6 0,?174E-04
157 0,216qE-04
L58 O,2L43E-04 O, L374E-03 0.1257F-03
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Tablo XXIlI. Fu_I Injection I're_..rt' Data _tm_ary,
Values of paramu_er WF/SQRI(IH'),
KB/S*SQRT(PA) (Cone inuqd),
ROG FUEL MANIIHI D
PILOT UPPER LO_ER
CONFIGURATION LO
|Sq O.Z[42F-04 O,I3§qE-O3 U, 1254E-03
160 0,2L30F-O_ 0,133R_'-0_ 0.1245E.-03
lbl 0.2t_6E-04 O, L33_E-03 0,12_8F--03
162 O.2tZqE-04 0.1328E-03 0.1256F-03 ""
163 0.2135E-0; 0,1356F-03 0.|27|E-03
t66 0.2133_-0_ 0.1360E-03 0.|266E-03
165 U.2L27E-04 O, L33qE-03 0.1259E-03
EN_FIGURATION |L
178 0.2366F-04
IT9 0.2357F-04
180 0.232_E-04
181 0,2319E-04 , 0.1631E-03
L82 0o23_8E-04 O.t55_E-03
183 0.2330E-04 0.1460E-03
I8& 0.23_E-0_ 0.15qbf-03
185 0._303E-04 0,1438E-03
186 0.23_7E-04 0.1420E-03
187 0,2_4;f-04 0.155;E-03
lq8 0.235_E-04 O. 15L4F-03
189 0.2355E-04 0.1703E-03 O. L546E-03
190 C,2339E-04 0,162TF-03 0.1508E-03
19| 0.240BF-04 O.I_B5E-03
|92 0,_65_E-04 0._556E-03
193 0.2374E-06 0.|415E-03
194 0.2359E-04 0.1502E-03
196 O.24tSE-O_
lq? 0.2370E-04 0.1665E-03 O.I_95E-U3
|98 0.2_32E-0_ 0,|666E-03 O.L_T6E-03
199 O.?_?4E-O_ 0.1_9LE-03 O. L399F-03
200 O._51E°O_ 0.1483F-03 0. I405F-03
202 0.2;17E-04
203 O,_67BF-06 O,_57TF-03 O,I_IqE-O_
20_ Oo2_lqE-O_ 0.[657E-03 0. I401E-03
206 0.25t3C-04
CONFIGURATI(IN t?
20_t 0.??05_-04 0.13#3F-03
_0'_ O.?_IOE-06 O, t608E-03
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Table XXIIT. Fuel InJec¢ion Pressure Data Suntnary,
Values of Parameter WF/SQRT(DP),
Ks/S_SQRT(PA) (Concluded).
QDG FUEL MANIFrlLI)
PILOT UPPER LOWFR
CflNFIGURAliUN 12
_lO 0.7_36E-04 0.1396F-03
211 0,_04F-04 O. t429F-03
212 0.2211E-04 O,L487F-03
2t3 0.2256F-04
914 0.2220E-04 0°1632E-03 0.1_30E-03
215 0.22_EE-04 O.L715E-03 O.13BEE-03
2tb 0._16E-0¢ O. LTOTE-03 O. L3BSE-03
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7.o Dscuss os  S LT,S
7.1 Emtes_pn Levels Status
This experimental investigation has resulted in significant progress in
the development of technology for obtaining the pollutant emission levels
with duct burners. The first configuration tested in this program achieved a
N0x emission index of 3.4 and a combustion efficiency of 94% at the supersonic
cruise conditions, compared with the target goals of l,O for NOz emission
index and 99% for combustion efficiency. The NOx emission level for this
configuration was near the level expected from previous duct burner experi-
ence. Because of the lean operating fuel/air ratio needed to achieve this
NOx level, the combustion efficiency was lower than for previous duct burners
at their optimum fuel/alr ratios. The configuration with the overall beet
emissions performance, Configuration 10, had a NOx emission index of 1.2 and
a combustion efficiency of 97% at the supersonic cruise inlet conditions at
the optimum fuel/alr ratio. Furthermore, it was possible to identify the
maJo_ cause of the remaining combustion inefficiency and, from that knowl-
edge, to suggest that ultimately even higher combustion efflclencles, near
99%, could be achieved. The NOx emission index and combustion efficiency
results for the best configuration, Configuration I0, are discussed below.
Figure 47 shows the emission trends with fuel air ratio at the super-
sonic cruise inlet conditions. The data were calculated from gas samples in
which 14 individual rake probes were manlfolded together. The results show a
trend of both increasing NOx and increasing combustion efficiency with in-
creasing fuel/air ratio. The leaner data were obtained with fuel feeding
only the top half of the main stage flameholder array. The richer data were
obtained with fuel feeding both the top and the bottom halves. Thus, two
distinct curves exist. The richer curve results in the closest approach to
the NASA goals. With only one half of the malu stage alrfl3w carhureted_
quenching in the lean portion of the bu-ner significantly limits the eombas-
tlon efficiency that can be achieved. The emissions levels are very sensitive
to fuel/air ratio, thus requiring a very narrow fuel/air design range for
supersonic cruise.
Figure 50 shows the trends measured at takeoff conditions with this same
test configuration. The NOx levels and combustion efficiencies again in-
crease with fuel/elf ratio. Because of the lower inlet temperature, the NO x
levels do not tlse to the level of 1.0 until a fuel/elf ratio is provided
that is higher than that associated with the supersonic cruise operating
conditions.Figure 49 presents the data obtained at the transonic climb conditions.
The trend of increasing combustion efficiency with increasing fuel/air ratio
is still strong. The rich end of the curve is of importance here since there
is no NOx requirement for this climb condition.
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Fisure 55t containing detailed traverse data from 14 individual probe
locations, shows an additional important feature concerning the combustion
efficiency. An appreciable portion of the measured inefficiency is due to
the gas samples taken near the top and bottom liner walls. Quenching from
the liner cooling air is believed to be responsible for these inefficient
conditions. Ic is probable that future development work directed at this
wall quenching problem could eliminate a considerable portion of this par-
ticular source of inefficiency. If the samples closest to the walls are
omitted from a calculated average, as presented in Table XXIV, combustion
efficiencies above 99Z are calculated for all three flight conditions. Thus,
insofar as the wall quenching can be reduced, the concept is potentially even
closer to meeting the target goals than is sugsested by Figures 47 through
50. "
Further reduced NOx levels may come from the use of an alternate pilot
stage design, since a significant portion of the NOx at supersonic cruise is
believed to be generated in the Filot itself. This is illustrated in Figure
46, which shows the performance of Configuration 7 at the supersonic cruise
| conditions. The pilot alone produced values of NOx emission index of 4.7 to
i 6.2. If the main stage fuel produced no NOx, the pilot NOx would be dilutedto an emission i dex range of 0.6 to 1.1 at a total fuel/air ratio of 0.021.
l Since the actual measured NOx at 0.021 fuel/air ratio was only about 1.1,l
relatively little additional NOx was generated in the main stage at that
fuel/sir ratio.
In advanced supersonic transport preliminary design studiesw the base-
_ line engine senerally operated v_ith very little change in reference Hath
number through the fan duct over the mission. However, the effects of refer-
enceNach number at supe_onic cruise were documented in this program. These
i:: results are presented in Figure 48. The effects were found to be moderate.
As should be expected, beth the NOx level and the combustion efficiency
increased with the increased residence time corresponding to lower reference
Math numbers.
7.2 Fuel/Air Hodulation
Table XXIV summarize_ the emissions levels achieved and compares the
NASA goals with the calculated emissions performance at an optimum fuel/air
ratio for each of the three flight c_nditious. These emissions levels were
calculated from individual probe samples rather than from the manifolded
samples used in Figures 47 through 50. The method involving individual probe
sample calculations is considered to be the more accurate of the two methods.
In addition to the values calculated from 14 individual samples from the two
seven-element rakes_ the emissions levels calculated from an averase that
omitted the four samples next to the top and bottom liners are also pre-
sented. The results at all flisht conditions show a close approach to the
NASA emissions goals, but each condition requires a narrow fuel/air ratio
operating tense.
14R
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The opLImtlm fnel/aLr rat.h_ for each fli_,,ht condition from aa emissions
stlmdpnhll t:l iwt net'essarlly tile sa|llt_ fue]/air ratio desired for the air-
craft mlsshm. As a pn[de to a reall_ttt' fuel/air range that might be re-
quired, a H[ng]e sup_rsonl¢ erlllSe at,'craft mission with a _pecif_e study
englne was selected In tllt_ original d_,utgn efft)rt ;is is described in Section
3.1. A w_ry w,|dL_ rnnge of fuel/air ratios was reqnlred for this mission.
from O.lll nt ..inper:mnh' t'rul:w to O.02h at. takt.off and acceleration Since
the base I ine englllt, w:ls .,4[ zed for noise requl romtmUs at takeoff, it generally
had no noted for Cut, l/air relies higher than abont 0.026. This wide range of
requl red fue I/:l [ r rat ios was vt, ry Lilt- luentla[ it* establishlng the development
approaches invt_stigat'ed [n tilts program.
8mr,
Tile original dnct bnrner concept involved some of rl,e fan air bypassing
tileduet burner to permit the fuel/air ratios to be optimized. To achieve the
optlmum fuel/a_r rntio of 0.032 tlt rltesupersonic cruise condition, from an
emissions standpoint, two-thirds of tile fan nlr should b"pass ttleduct burner.
|IoweveC, unfortunately, to tlt!h[eve tile desired takeoff .and cruise thrust with
two-thirds of the _lir I_ypaasing tile duct buroer would require local duct
burner fuel/air ratios 2.4 ttlat, s as high, i.e., 0.077, which Is above star
chiometric. If, hlste:ld, tilt! quantity of dnct burner airflow for takeoff is
optimized first, perhal_s 40% of tile air shouht bypass the dect burne:'s with
some of this air rt, entertng th,_ duct burn_,r through the cooling liners. Then
some additional dnct burner th:sign features would be needed to accommodate
tilesupersonic t'rll[Ml! oper_it]ng t:ondltiol). I._orsupersonic t'rulseI carbtlre-
lion of only ,mid-half or It, is of tile duct bnrner airflow by nsing only one
side of the main stai,e I.q ant, approach for providing tills needed staging.
Unfortunately, Lh|s tet'hsiqut! el carbttrt!ttng only ont,-half of tilt, duet burner
was fonnd to re,quit ill redllced t'Ollll)th_tlon t!ffIcleney.
Two otlu, r I?ecllnlques Ctll) ;list} lit' cons|de['ed. All advanced supersonic
te.ehnolol{y tlil'l'l';lft illtder I'CCeflt ;:ttldy h:ivt' Ioilr t2ngllles, If only two of
these engines had their ductburncrs operating at supersonic cruise, this
would permit tbt, duct llttrnt, r:; to ,_pcrat,, ;it invorable ft.,I/air rat/as from
slit' sLandl, oint el r,,ducod cmi:;s!ot,:, leer'l:;, llowevt!r, tills techniqne would
result ill anel Iiit'l'e;l:_. ill !4It'. 'I'll,.. thrust frolll one t.lll_tn_ is not linear
with fuel flow but lnclt'dst,s ;H)proxllllate[y with the square root of tilt' duct
btll'ner t.xhatlst tt'lllper;llal't'. Thert, fore_ ell t_illeS ¢_perating at tv_O different
dut't I)nrncr exI%:lll}il tt, llll)el'ittul'et_ %el 11 |'eqllirt, mort, total feel for a given
total thrnst lh;ln i l' lilt' two hot'nor:4 wele opt, rtlt.,d ;It eqna] t_xilanst t t, lllpera-
lures. A re'C-lid Imm_ibh ' :;lll}'tll[- lt't'hlllqu*,, _4}11,'II Ila,q bt,en qvalnllted for use
ill mdhl t.onlbutilor_4 I'OF t,ttll.q.qieas t.olll.rol tit ltllu_ bivalves sector burning ill
;I]] of tilt, t'n}lJIl_,q, I¢llh ,qt,ctt_r bnrninl_. (>nIv :l i)l_rt|on t)f tilt' t.lrt, omfPrenPt?
is carhureted0 Ag_lill_ hOIqI'VCI', tilt' Ihrust t,|!et'lIveneHs of the enrbureted
s._t'tOl'S would sailer tilt, !Itllllt' .'d'C tll,'_;idvmltagt?s due It) exhaust temperaturt,
ilonun|forlll_ty /Ill ot.t.lll-!i whell Opel'ill illll only two of tht, dnct bnrnt.rs ill tilt'
four tql}*,ilh',';o 'l'hi:_ t,t loci I._, el cOlll'tlt,t not obie'.'t hnmbh, hi tilt, clime (If
main t'ombu.t4ttH'!I dl idle. [11 addltioII, conlbnt_tlon efficiency InsseM tit tilt,
edKtrs of lilt, blllnh) I, st,cttH's dne to quenching ;ind solm, pressttrt, loss tlut' to
i1[1'| lOW /id.lll:lllllent ;ironnd tilt' t, ll'Cnllllt_rlHlct , wonltl I_UCUl'. 'l'hns, while sector
bnrntllg might ;it'hlevo the dt,!{lred I'_ln_;e el t'ln,I/olr ratlotl to ,)ptlmtzo
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emissions, the resulting increase in sic may be 0n even greater penalty than
the combustLon inefficiencies indicated for Configuration lO at a fuel/air
ratlo near 0.020.
As discussed in Section 7.3, below, attempts to improve the combustion
efficiency when only one half of the duct burner main stage is carburcted, by
introducing axial stagger between the flameholdcrs on tile top and bottom of
the pilot, did not result in satisfactory combustion efficiency when both the
top and ,'he bottom halves were carbureted.
7.3 _taggered Main Stage Flameholder Arrays
In order to minimize quenching from the uncarbureted side of the pilot
stage_ configurations with the uncarbureted main stage flameholder region
staged axially dowilstream were investigated. It was hypothesized that this
feature would permit the combustion process to progress further before the
quenching effects began.
The effects of stagger for the sloped radial flameholders can be Identl-
fled by comparing data from Configuration 6 with Configuration 4 data. At
supersonic cruise conditions near 0.02 fuel/alr ratio, the axially staggered
vecsion (Configuration 4) encountered lower combustion efflclencles and
higher NOx levels. The axial stagger also resulted ill lower combustion
efficiencles at higher fuel/alr ratio operating conditions with both sides of
the pilot stage carbureted.
For the circumferential flameholders, Configurations ll and 12 can be
compared wlth Configuration ]. The combustion efflciencies of Configuration._
ii and 12 at 0.020 fuel/alr ratio at supersonic cruise were measured at 98.4%
and 9S.8%, respectively, very close to the 99% goal and 4 to 5% higher than
for Configuration i0. Eliminating the gas samples near the top al*dbottom
liners containing the liner quenching effects from the calculated average,
combustion efflcienclcs of 99.0% and 98.9% were cab'elated for these two
configurations. Thus, these configurations avoided the quenching fr_mt th¢,
uncarbureted portion of the flameholder array which }lad limited the other
configeratlons to well below 99% combustion efficiency at these partia]ly
carbure,'ed lean conditions. While tills technique was successful in intprovlng
combustion efficiencies at partially carburcted supersonic cruise couditioos,
at high fuel/alr ratio eond_tlons with both sides of tilepilot stage carbure-
ted, combustion efficlencies were lower than with tlleunstaggered configura-
tion. _he flame spreading from the lean upstream main stage f]nmeholder
region into the downstream region was apparently math inferior to that In-
duced by the undiluted pilot gases. Ibis effect occurred both with c[rcum-
ferentlal flamcholdcrs and with sloped radla] f]ameho]ders.
7.4 Main Stage Fuel Injector Variations
Unifot'm fuel distribution is important for achlevin_, minimum NOx low, Is
at a reasonable combustion efficiency. Titus, it is commonly ass.treed that
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optlmlzln}_ the fuel Inject Ion ._eheme will he an Important variable in achiev-
ing low emh_:Mons levels Illeomhustur.H and angme,ltors, llowevor, the dtffur-
ences found Ill this hlveHttgaLton for VaFloll_i fuel ln lootlon tuchnlques were
surprlsl.ngly ,_niall, Some of thv:w can be seen by r0ferrlng to Table VIII,
which eonILaIas a HUIIIIIUIFF ill" point s_lIllp[e HurvtLv tnt.asurtqllUnts [refilldifferent
ennf IguraL [OIIH at till' ._npt,rHollI c t:rui._¢, oporaL Ing cotld [L Iell.
The ol'feet of axi_ll local Ion of the ilttltn stagt, fuel Juaeetors is Illu,_-
traLod by eompdrlug Con[igur?ltJollS (} dud B. CtnlfJgur_ILloll 8, like Conf_gura-
ties I(1, um,d Injectors located wt,ll ahead of the flameholders, in tile test
rig inlet bellmouth. Configuration 6 used injectors located 390 nna farther
dowllstrealll_ eh)ser ttl tilt' flamtqmlder. The combustion efficiency at a
supersonic cruise fuel/air rat:Jo of 0.020 was only slightly lowered, 96.5%
versus 97.47 for Configuration 8. Two additional fuel injection techniques
at the downstream ax:lal station were also evahmted IllConfiguration 5. In
place of tile standard splash plate spraybars, the use of ¢onventlonal after-
burner injectors having simple orifices at a 45° angle to the alrstream was
one technique used Ill Configuration 5. A second technique involved the
addition of an air blast aL,)'alzer to these orifices. At a supersonic cruise
fuel/alr ratio of 0.020, the air atomization do_creased the NOx emission index
from 2.7 to 2.3 hut simultaneously decreased tilecombustion efficiency from
91.9 to 90.4%. A comparison with splash plate fuel injectors in Configura-
tion 4, using tiledata in 'table VIII based on point sample surveys, showed
essentially no dlfierenee between use of the splash plate and tilenlr blast
atomtz ing spraybars.
A test with vapor fuel, Coafiguratlon 9, was also conducted. Tills may
represent tile ultllll_ltt, In atomizat loll fineness and uniformity. Tile test
results showed poorer results than with liquid fuel, At a supersonle cruise
fuel/alr ratto of 0.021, tilecombustion efficiency was lower (92.5_ versus
93.6%) and the NO x t,mlsshm Index witshigher (1.4 versus 1.3) than those
shown in Table XXII for Conftguratlon 7, tllemost directly comparable con-
figuration.
7.5
_']Jthout the axilll sttigger_ tilt' cirt, Olllfertqltial type of flameholder,
Configuration I, tlemon_trated a slightly hight,r combusthm ufftcteney at
supersonic erui:_e than the sloped radial flamtdlolders, hut al:_o a higher NOx
level. _qtllllt' hypothe:*e._ that may help exlllain thest' t,fft,ets are discussed
be lOW.
There aru two mt,ch_ulisms that may hi, retH_onsthle for tilt, effects on NOx.
Tilt' lonyer ttpn! It tal<t,_* to _proad t t,,' flares through tilt, t,arborett'd stream ill
tile c:[rt'umft,reu[ 1_1] olin| [glir_tL[oII In ont, lllet.h:ulIsnl that IllitV bt' rt.sponsible
for tilt' lnt'l;t'ilsetl NIl E. Tht,re i:i more I'lanlcholdhlt; source length tll the
sloped t'onfl)'tll'_lt Ions+ ,llld tht, gap bt,twt.en t'lault!holdt,rs IS ouly 37" of tile
d:lstance bt,twt,oll tln_ pilot and t.ht. clrenlnfcrontlal flamehtllder. 'l'ht' time
period tn which fnt, I l_ Igtllting sad gt,ut!ratlng radicals may he tin' time of
1,I6
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maximum NOx generation; this may result in more NOX for the longer flamc
spreading time. A second possible explanation of the high_,r NOx may be tide
reduced intensity of mixing. Imperfect fuel distribution will be s],ywer to
mix toward uniformity in less intense mixing; this may permit l.oca]ly high
fuel/alr ratios, with thclr accompanying high NO x generation rates, to t,xlst
for a longer time.
Th_ combustion efficiency might he expected to be lowt,r for the longer
flame spreading time, but the quenching from tim uncarhuretvd side of the
pilot is the most important factor at supcrsonic cruise. The penetrating
character and intense mixing of the airflow coming through the sloped flame-
holders results in more rapid quenching and, hence, lower combustion effi-
ciency.
7.6 Prospects of Fute.her Improvements in Future Development Work
The principle el achieving low NOx emission levels by burning fuel in a
lean premlxed condition in piloted duct burner designs has boon demonstrated.
The levels achieved closely approach the target levels for NO× at supersonic
cruise. The combustion efficiency levels, while qultc high, are below the
99Z target. However, sources of the major portion of the combustion in-
efficiency have been identified. Because of this knowledge, it would be
possible to direct future work at these specific causes with a relatlvcly
high probability of ultimate substantial improvement. This Js not to suggest
that major improvement should be expected from c,ne or two tests of sdd_tiona]
configurations. A substantial experimental development program is indicated
to adequately demonstrate the desired and potential performance impruvcmunts.
In addition to emissions reduction, development work on the resonance rt,sis-
tahoe of these configurations is also indicated. Previous development pro-
grams at General Electric on slmilar duct burn¢_r configurations Jn which the
effects of resonance suppression liners were investigated have resulted in
i substantial increases in the resonance resistance of snch confl_urat]otm,
including satisfactory operation up to stolchiomctrlc fue]/_lir ratios. Such
work was beyond the scope of this program.
! For increasing combustlou efficiency, initial work on mlnlnllzitw the
effects of liner wall quenching would be reasonably straightforward. 1"he
cooling liners used in the present inv_,stigatlon wt, re already avgli]ahh, ;lad,
in addition, were selected to be very conservative, in design to m[nlmizchardware risk in the test program and assure thot any dcsirt,d test coudlti_m
could be investigated. Thus, eptlmizatlon of this coolln_ |blur des i_;oto
i minimize qtlenchlng is an obvious initial development dlrcction. Tim l,,,s_Ibh,achievable potential from this development work was indlcatod pr,,vious]y In
Table XXIV, If these potential improvements wt,re achieved, tlm combusti,ql
efficiency and NOx targets for a]] three flight ctmditlons - t#tku,df, t,':m-
sonic climb, supersonic cruise - could be met: with 11 spct'tflc fuel/air
operating rt_ngc specified for each. While combustion offlcttuh.y tart-cts
wou_.d be mr,t, T;|ble XXIV snggcsts that the speci f 1¢' t_ml.,t.° | on [ugrt.dit.nt g
associated with the iuefflc:lencies may involve IIC t'mlsstens ;ibovo the supt,r-
sonic cruise target levels _llldCO emJssiou8 below the target ]eVt']s. SOl|It of"
I.t7
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the HC emissions in the central portion of the stream may have mixed to that
region from the inefficient liner regions. Thus, the development improvements
that eliminate the liner quenching may also reduce the amount of IIC present in
the central portion of the stream, thus meeting the ItC targets along with the
combustion efficiency goals.
Simultaneous achievement of low emissions and the thrust modulation
required for tile supersonic cruise mission will require improved staging
techniques. If specific fuel consumption can be compromised in order to
achieve minimum emission levels at supersonic cruise, carburetton of only
portions of clte burner circumference or duct burning in only two of the four
engines on the aircraft could provide the reduced average fuel/air ratio
appropriate for the supersonic cruise thrust. If, on the other hand, specific
fuel consumption is equally as important as emission levels, then further "
work on techniques for carburcting less of the total burner air without
involving as much engine exit temperature nonuniformity would be appropriate.
Treating the quenching from the uncarbureted side of the pilot is not as
straightforward as treating the liner quenching. While previous work at
General Electric has shown promise for maintaining high combustion efficiency
using axial stagger of the flameholder array, the lean conditions required in
this advanced supersonic technology duct burner to achieve low NOx level
greatly aggravated the problem of maintaining high combustion efficiency in
the presence of fuel staging. The specific techniques of staggering the
flameholder array tested in this investigation were not as successful as
originally hoped. However, addltionsl investigation of staggering techniques
for achieving the desired fuel/alr ratio operating range would be expected to
yield improvements over the present performance status.
Further improvements in NOx level may come from alternative pilot stage
design characteristics, since a significant portion of the NOx at supersonic
cruise is believed to be generated in the pilot itself.
Aircraft engine applications utilizing these low emissions duct burners
will need to schedule fuel flow and mission plans that allow the duct burners
to operate within relatively narrow fuel/alr ratio bands. Both the quantity
of fan a_r bypassing the entire duct burner and th_ ratio of air between the
inside and outside of the pilot stage will be selected to fit the specific
fuel/air ratio range needs of particular advanced supersonic technology
engine cycles and missions.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS
An experiments] program was conducted to investigate techniques and
develop technology to reduce the pollutant emissions levels of duct burner-
type augmenters suitable for use on an advanced supersonic cruise alrcrnft.
The experiments were performed using a 194 by 432 nan rectangular sector test
rig with inlet air temperatures, pressures, and velocities fully representa-
tive of the engine fan stream at all important flight conditions.
Screening tests of 12 configurations identified a low emissions duct
burner configuration. This low emissions duct burner e_iblted emissions
levels that were very sensitive to the fuel/alr ratio, with NOx and combus-
tion efficiency increasing as fuel/air ratio increased. Much of the combus-
tion inefficiency, which is made up of CO and HC emissions, was due to
quenching near the liner walls. If this local inefficiency near the liner
walls could be eliminated through future development work, combustion effl-
eiencies would improve at optimum fuel/air ratios from the demonstrated
levels near 97% to the target level of 99%. At these 99% efficiency condi-
tions for the central part of the stream, NO x emission index levels of I.I0
at takeoff and 1.17 at supersonic cruise were measured, closely approaching
the program goal of 1.0.
To obtain the deslted fuel/alr ratio range over an advanced supersonic
transport mission, the supersonic cruise fuel/alr ratio should be leaner
than that found for optimum emissions. At the desired leaner conditions, a
combustion efficiency of 94% and a NO x emission index of 1.3 were measured.
Since attempts to maintain the optimum fuel/alr ratio from an emissions
standpoint by carburetlng only a portion of the circumference result in
specific fuel consumption increases, several of the screening tests included
features selected specifically to investigate wide fuel/air ratio modulation
techniques. However, addltlonal development of configuration features wou]d
be required to closely approach the goals with one configuration at both the
lean supersonic cruise conditions and the richer takeoff conditions.
Altitude rellght characteristics and smoke emissions were both satls-
i factory. Smoke measurements on all configurations were well below the SAE
t smoke number goal of 15. For all configurations, the pilot stage ignited
i reliabily at low temperature rise using a standard engine spark igniter.
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